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Abstract. For an n-tuple s of non-negative integers, the s-weak order is a lattice structure
on s-trees, generalizing the weak order on permutations. We first describe the join irreducible

elements, the canonical join representations, and the forcing order of the s-weak order in terms

of combinatorial objects, generalizing the arcs, the non-crossing arc diagrams, and the subarc
order for the weak order. We then extend the theory of shards and shard polytopes to construct

geometric realizations of the s-weak order and all its lattice quotients as polyhedral complexes,

generalizing the quotient fans and quotientopes of the weak order.
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2 EVA PHILIPPE AND VINCENT PILAUD

Introduction

The structure of permutations and associations of an n-element set is a classical topic of algebraic
and geometric combinatorics. In combinatorics, it is encoded by the Cayley graph of permutations
under simple transpositions and the rotation graph on binary trees. In lattice theory, it materializes
in the lattice morphism from the weak order on permutations to the Tamari lattice on binary trees.
In polyhedral geometry, it appears in the braid arrangement and the sylvester fan, and their polar
permutahedron and associahedron. See [PSZ23] for a recent survey on these connections and their
influence in mathematics.

This prototype has motivated the study of all lattice congruences of the weak order, pioneered
by N. Reading [Rea04]. Combinatorially, he provided an elegant combinatorial model for the
lattice theory of the weak order in [Rea15]. Namely, the join irreducible permutations are en-
coded as certain arcs wiggling around the vertical axis, the canonical join representations of the
permutations are encoded by non-crossing arc diagrams, and the forcing order on join irreducible
permutations is encoded by the subarc order on these arcs. Geometrically, he showed in [Rea05]
that coarsening the braid fan according to the equivalence classes of any congruence of the weak
order always yields a complete polyhedral fan. These quotient fans were shown to be normal fans
of so-called quotientopes by V. Pilaud and F. Santos [PS19]. Later, A. Padrol, V. Pilaud and
J. Ritter [PPR23] revisited the problem using the theory of shard polytopes, a family of polytopes
indexed by the arcs (or, equivalently, by the join irreducible permutations).

C. Ceballos and V. Pons introduced in [CP22, CP23] the s-weak order on s-trees for an n-tuple s
of non-negative integers, generalizing the classical weak order (which occurs for s = (1, . . . , 1)). An
s-tree is a rooted plane tree on [n], where the node i has si +1 children which are all either leaves
or nodes j > i (note that we have changed the conventions of [CP22] to make inductive arguments
more transparent). The order among these s-trees is defined by inequalities between the inversion
numbers in s-trees, generalizing the definition of the weak order by inclusion of inversion sets
of permutations. See Figure 1 (left). They proved in [CP22, Sect. 1] that the s-weak order is a
lattice, described its meet and join operations, and established lattice properties of the s-weak
order, in particular congruence uniformity. They also introduced in [CP22, Sect. 2] the s-Tamari
lattice, a sublattice of the s-weak order (and also a lattice quotient of the s-weak order when s
contains no 0), which is isomorphic to the ν-Tamari lattice of [PRV17, CPS19] (for well-chosen s
and ν). They conjectured in [CP23, Conj 3.1.2] that the Hasse diagram of the s-weak order can
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Figure 1. The (1, 2, 0)-weak order (left) and the (1, 2, 0)-foam (right).
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be realized as an orientation of the skeleton of a polyhedral subdivision of the permutahedron,
in the same spirit C. Ceballos, A. Padrol and C. Sarmiento realized the ν-Tamari lattice as an
orientation of the skeleton of a polyhedral complex in [CPS19]. In the situation when s contains
no 0, this conjecture was settled by R. González D’Léon, A. Morales, E. Philippe, D. Tamayo
Jiménez, and M. Yip in [DMP+23] using the theory of flow polytopes. In this paper, we study the
s-weak order combining perspectives from combinatorics, lattice theory and polyhedral geometry.

Combinatorics. Our first contribution is an algorithmic perspective on the s-weak order. We con-
sider a natural insertion algorithm from Rn to s-trees, generalizing the insertion of a permutation
in an increasing binary tree. The ambiguities of this algorithm on certain non-generic points of Rn

forces us to define s-bushes as certain degenerations of s-trees, generalizing ordered set partitions.
We then define the s-foam Fs as the set of fibers of our insertion algorithm in s-bushes, gener-
alizing the braid fan. See Figure 1 (right). The oriented dual graph of this polyhedral complex
gives an alternative definition for the s-weak order, equivalent to the original definition of [CP22].
Exploiting the properties of this insertion algorithm enables us to prove our first battery of results.

Theorem A. The insertion algorithm in s-bushes knows the s-weak order and the facial s-weak order:

(i) The s-foam Fs is a complete polyhedral complex (Proposition 19), whose oriented dual graph
is isomorphic to the Hasse diagram of the s-weak order (Corollary 34).

(ii) Decomposing each insertion step yields a natural construction of the s-weak order by interval
doublings (Proposition 38), thus recovering the result of [CP22, Thms. 1.21 & 1.40] that the
s-weak order is a congruence uniform lattice.

(iii) Considering all faces of the s-foam, there is a natural facial s-weak order on s-bushes (Def-
inition 41), which is also constructible by interval doublings (Proposition 43).

Lattice theory. Our second battery of results generalizes the combinatorial description of [Rea15]
for the lattice theory of the weak order in terms of arcs, non-crossing arc diagrams, and subarcs.
We define an s-arc as an arc of [Rea15] together with an integer bounded by s. We then extend to
all s-arcs the combinatorial notions of crossings and of subarcs to obtain the following statement.

Theorem B. The s-arcs combinatorially encode the lattice theory of the s-weak order:

(i) The join irreducible s-trees are in bijection with the s-arcs (Proposition 51).
(ii) The s-trees are in bijection with the non-crossing s-arc diagrams (Proposition 59), and this

bijection encodes the canonical join representations in the s-weak order (Proposition 61).
(iii) The forcing order in the s-weak order is isomorphic to the subarc order on s-arcs (Theo-

rem 72), so that the congruence lattice of the s-weak order is isomorphic to the distributive
lattice of subsets of s-arcs closed under subarcs (Corollary 74).

We exploit Theorem B (iii) to define relevant congruences of the s-weak order and their quotients,
generalizing the Tamari lattice [Tam51], the Cambrian lattices [Rea06, LP18, CP17], the permutree
lattices [PP18], and the simple congruences of the weak order [HM21, DIR+23, BNP23]. This opens
appealing conjectures about the combinatorics of these congruences (Conjectures 75, 76 and 77).

Polyhedral geometry. We then construct geometric realizations of the s-weak order and all its
lattice quotients. Namely, we first use the s-foam Fs to construct polyhedral realizations of all
lattice quotients of the s-weak order, generalizing the quotient fans for the quotients of the weak
order. See Figure 2 (middle). This gives our third battery of results.

Theorem C. All lattice quotients of the s-weak order are realized by coarsenings of the s-foam:

(i) For any congruence ≡ of the s-weak order, glueing together the maximal cells of the s-foam Fs

corresponding to s-trees in the same congruence class of ≡ defines a complete polyhedral
complex F≡ (Proposition 85).

(ii) The union of the walls of the quotient foam F≡ coincides with the union of the s-shards of the
s-arcs corresponding to ≡ (Proposition 84), where the s-shards are affine cones associated
to the s-arcs, generalizing the shards of [Rea03].

(iii) The oriented dual graph of the quotient foam F≡ is isomorphic to the Hasse diagram of the
quotient of the s-weak order by ≡ (Proposition 86).
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Figure 2. The congruence lattice of the (1, 2, 0)-weak order, where each congruence ≡ is replaced
by its s-arc down set (left), its quotient foam F≡ (middle) and its quotientoplex Q≡ (right).

We then extend the theory of shard polytopes and quotientopes [PS19, PPR23]. We define
the shardoplex Sα associated to any s-arc α, a polyhedral complex whose geometry is tuned to
take care of the s-shard of α. We then use Minkowski sums of shardoplexes to construct the
quotientoplex Q≡ of any congruence ≡ of the s-weak order, a polyhedral complex realizing the
quotient of the s-weak order by ≡. See Figure 2 (right). This yields our fourth battery of results.

Theorem D. All lattice quotients of the s-weak order are realized as Minkowski sums of shardoplexes:

(i) For each s-arc α, the union of the walls of the dual polyhedral complex of the shardoplex Sα
contains the s-shard Σα and is contained in the s-shards of the subarcs of α (Proposition 105).

(ii) For any congruence ≡ of the s-weak order, the Hasse diagram of the quotient of the s-weak
order by ≡ is isomorphic to the oriented skeleton of the quotientoplex Q≡ (Proposition 93).

(iii) The quotientoplex Q≡ is a polytopal subdivision of a quotientope Q≡̃ for the congruence ≡̃ of
the weak order obtained by projecting ≡ (Proposition 94).

We note that the proofs of Theorem D are mainly based on tropical geometry [Jos21] (in fact,
tropical geometry is convenient even to define the notion of dual polyhedral complex).

Applying Theorem D to the trivial congruence provides a definitive answer to the geometric
conjecture of C. Ceballos and V. Pons [CP23, Conj. 3.1.2] (which was already partially answered
using flow polytopes and tropical geometry in [DMP+23], in the situation when s contains no 0).

Corollary. For any tuple s of non-negative integers, the Hasse diagram of the s-weak order is
isomorphic to the oriented skeleton of a polytopal subdivision of a graphical zonotope (Corollary 96).

Plan. The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes s-bushes, the insertion algorithm, and
the s-foam. Section 2 defines the s-weak order and s-facial weak order and shows that they are
constructible by interval doublings. Section 3 introduces s-arcs and non-crossing s-arc diagrams,
and describes canonical representations in the s-weak order. Section 4 describes the forcing order
of the s-weak order in terms of subarcs, and introduces a few relevant congruences of the s-weak
order. Section 5 constructs the quotient foams F≡, shardoplexes Sα, and quotientoplexes Q≡.
Section 6 uses tropical geometry to prove the results of Section 5. Each section starts with a
recollection of definitions and results on the weak order to be extended to the s-weak order.
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1. Insertion algorithm in s-bushes

In this section, we describe a family of insertion algorithms whose fibers define polyhedral parti-
tions of Rn. We use the notations [n] := {1, . . . , n}, Jn] := {0, . . . , n} and ]i, j[ := {i+ 1, . . . , j − 1}
throughout the paper. For a property P , we denote 1P :=1 if P and 1P :=0 otherwise.

1.1. Recollections 1: Insertion algorithm in increasing binary trees. We first recall the classical
insertion algorithm in increasing binary trees. An increasing binary tree is a rooted plane binary
tree whose nodes are labeled by integers such that each node is strictly smaller than all its children.
It is called standard if the nodes are bijectively labeled by [n]. The increasing binary trees are in
bijection with words on integers with no repeated letter:

• we associate a word to any increasing binary tree by reading its node labels in inorder,
• conversely, we associate an increasing binary tree B(w) to any word w inductively:

– if w = ∅ is the empty word, then B(∅) is the empty binary tree, with just a root, no
internal node, and a single leaf,

– otherwise w = urv where r is the minimal letter of w, and B(w) is the binary tree
with root r, left subtree B(u) and right subtree B(v).

In particular, the standard increasing binary trees are in bijection with permutations.
Consider now a point x :=(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn. If x is generic (no repeated entry), we can consider

the permutation σ of [n] that sorts x, that is, such that xσ(1) < · · · < xσ(n). Then we denote
by B(x) the increasing binary tree obtained by the insertion of σ. In other words, the root of B(x)
is 1, and its left subtree contains the positions j ∈ [2, n] such that x1 > xj while its right subtree
contains the positions j ∈ [2, n] such that x1 < xj .

The fibers of this insertion are the (open) regions of the braid arrangement, defined by the
hyperplanes {x ∈ Rn | xi = xj} for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. See Figure 3 for illustrations when n = 3
and n = 4. We call braid fan the complete simplicial fan defined by the braid arrangement. It has a
cone Cµ for each ordered set partition µ of [n], given by the points x ∈ Rn such that xi ≤ xj if and
only if the part of µ containing i appears weakly before the part of µ containing j (hence xi = xj
if i and j belong to the same part of µ). In particular, it has a region for each permutation
of [n], and two regions are adjacent if the corresponding permutations differ by the transposition
of adjacent entries (meaning at two consecutive positions).
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Figure 3. The braid fan for n = 3 with cones labeled by ordered set partitions and bushes (left)
and for n = 4 with maximal cones labeled by permutations and increasing binary trees (right).
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In this paper, it will be impossible to work with permutations and ordered set partitions (except
if we accept to restrict the generality to strict compositions s). We thus describe all the combina-
torics of the braid fan with treelike structures. For this, we associate to each x ∈ Rn (generic or
not) a rooted plane graph B(x) that we call a bush. It is constructed inductively as follows:

• start with the tree with just a root, no internal node, and a single leaf,
• at step j, attach a new node j with 2 leaves

– either to the leaf between the two nodes u and v such that xu < xj < xv,
– or to the two leaves surrounding the node w with xj = xw.

This is illustrated in Figure 3 (left). We naturally orient a bush increasingly, from its root to its
leaves. The fiber FB of a bush B is the cone defined by the inequalities xu < xj < xv and the
equalities xj = xw discovered along the insertion (an alternative description will be discussed in
Section 1.4). The cones of the braid fan are precisely the closures of the fibers of this insertion.

1.2. s-bushes, s-trees, and s-trunks. Fix an n-tuple s :=(s1, . . . , sn) with si ∈ N for any i ∈ [n]
(note that we allow si = 0). For any j ∈ Jn], we define the j-tuple s≤j :=(s1, . . . , sj) and the
numbers Sj :=1 +

∑
i≤j si and Tj :=2− 1s1=···=sj=0 +

∑
i≤j max(0, si − 1).

We now define a family of plane rooted labeled graphs which naturally appear in the s-insertion
algorithm of Section 1.3. See Figures 4 and 5 for illustrations.

Definition 1. An s-bush is a plane graph with a root, n internal nodes bijectively labeled by [n],
and some leaves, defined inductively as follows:

• start with the rooted graph with just a root, no internal node, and a single leaf,
• at step j, attach either to a leaf or to two consecutive leaves, a new node j with sj + 1

leaves (except that if sj = 0 and j is attached to two leaves, then j gets itself two leaves).

Remark 2. A few observations on Definition 1:

(1) For j ∈ Jn], deleting all nodes > j in an s-bush B gives an s≤j-bush B≤j .
(2) An s-bush is naturally oriented from its root to its leaves, so that all its edges are increasing.

We draw bushes growing up, with their roots on the bottom and their leaves on top, and
such that the node j is at level j. See Figures 4 and 5.

(3) For an s-bush B and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we say that i is an ancestor of j in B and that j is a
descendant of i in B if there is an increasing path from i to j in B (we consider i to be an
ancestor and a descendant of itself).

(4) The rank r(B) of an s-bush is its number of indegree 1 nodes. We call s-tree (resp. s-trunk)
an s-bush of maximal rank n (resp. minimal rank min {i ∈ [n] | si ̸= 0} ∪ {n}). Note that
the s-trees are precisely the rooted plane trees with internal nodes labeled by [n] such that
the node j has sj + 1 children which are all larger than j.

(5) An s-bush where X ⊆ [n] is the set of indegree 2 nodes has Sn−# {x ∈ X | sx ̸= 0} leaves.
There are

∏
j∈[n]

(
Sj−1 −# {x ∈ X | x < j and sx ̸= 0} − 1j∈X

)
such s-bushes. Hence,

• an s-tree has Sn leaves, and there are
∏

j∈[n] Sj−1 s-trees,

• an s-trunk has Tn leaves, and there are
∏

j∈[n] max(1, Tj−1 − 1) s-trunks.

(6) In fact, denoting by

Γs :=
∏
j∈[n]

[Sj−1] and Λs :=
∏
j∈[n]

[max(1, Tj−1 − 1)],

we can associate to each p ∈ Γs the s-tree Sp obtained by attaching node j to leaf pj , and
to each q ∈ Λs the s-trunk Tq obtained by attaching node j to leaves qj and qj +1 (or to
the only leaf if there is only one).

Remark 3. Our s-trees are essentially the s-decreasing trees of [CP22]. We have chosen to slightly
change their conventions to simplify our presentation, in particular to allow for more natural
inductive arguments. To change conventions, one just needs to reverse s and relabel each node j
by n − j. We will see that our s-bushes provide alternative combinatorial models to the pure
invervals of [CP23], much more adapted to geometry. Finally, we note that our insertion algorithm,
while never made explicit in [CP22, CP23], is somewhat underlying in their work [Pon24].
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Figure 4. Flow of the s-insertion algorithm to compute B(s,x) for s = (1, 2, 2, 0, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1)
and x = (5, 6, 3, 5, 4, 4, 5.5, 1.5, .25). We indicate each gap label (u, ρ) by writing ρ in red above
the node u. The equalities or inequalities that led to this s-tree are indicated at each step of the
algorithm.

1.3. s-insertion algorithm. We now describe an iterative insertion algorithm that sends a point x
in Rn to an s-bush B(s,x). See Figure 4. To run the algorithm, we actually maintain, in each
gap between two consecutive leaves of our bush, a label of the form (u, ρ), with u ∈ [n] and ρ ∈ N.
We also include the label (0, 0) before the first leaf and the label (n+ 1, 0) after the last leaf.

Definition 4. For each x ∈ Rn, we construct an s-bush B(s,x) inductively as follows:

• start with the rooted graph with just a root, no internal node, and a single leaf,
• at step j,

– attach a new node j either to the leaf between two gap labels (u, ρ) and (v, σ) such
that xu − ρ < xj < xv − σ, or to the two leaves around a gap label (w, τ) such
that xj = xw − τ , (with the convention that x0 = −∞ and xn+1 = +∞),

– attach sj + 1 leaves to the node j, with gaps labeled by (j, sj − 1), . . . , (j, 1), (j, 0)
(except, if sj = 0 and j has indegree 2, then we attach 2 leaves with gap label (j, 0)),

– add max(0, sj − 1) to the second entry of all gap labels on the left of j.

This algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.

Remark 5. A few observations on Definition 4:

(1) The crucial invariant of the algorithm is that the values xu − ρ for the gap labels (u, ρ)
are always strictly increasing from left to right. This invariant is maintained by the shifts
performed on gap labels at each step. It implies that the attaching step is well-defined.

(2) The gap labels only depend on the s-bush B(s,x), not on the exact values of x.
(3) For j ∈ Jn], deleting all nodes > j in B(s,x) gives B(s≤j ,x≤j).
(4) If x is generic enough (e.g. if xi − xj /∈ N for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n), then B(s,x) is an s-tree.
(5) When s = 1n and x is generic, this is the classical insertion in an increasing binary tree.

1.4. s-insertion fibers. We now consider the fibers of the s-insertion algorithm of Section 1.3.

Definition 6. For an s-bush B, the fiber of B is FB := {x ∈ Rn | B(s,x) = B}, and the closed fiber
of B is the closure F̄B of FB.

For instance, the fiber FB of the s-bush on the right of Figure 4 is the set of points x ∈ R9 that
satisfy the indicated equalities and inequalities, and the closed fiber F̄B is obtained by replacing
the strict inequalities by large inequalities. We thus get the following observation.

Lemma 7. The closed fiber F̄B of any s-bush B is a polyhedron.

Proof. The fiber FB is a (relatively open) polyhedron, defined by the inequalities xu−ρ<xj<xv−σ
and the equalities xj=xw − τ from Definition 4. Hence, the closed fiber F̄B is a polyhedron. □
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We now aim at an irredundant equality and inequality description of the closed fiber F̄B of an
s-bush B. It is convenient to introduce the following definitions, illustrated in Example 13.

Definition 8. A hole of an s-bush B is a pair (i, j) of nodes such that j has two incoming edges
whose greatest common ancestor is i.

Definition 9. The left (resp. right) zigzag of a node j of an s-bush B is the increasing path Z that
follows the leftmost (resp. rightmost) increasing path of B starting at j until it reaches either a
leaf, or a node k with two distinct parents, in which case it continues with the right (resp. left)
zigzag of k. The nodes where Z exits through the leftmost (resp. rightmost) edge are the zig
(resp. zag) nodes of Z.

Definition 10. An ascent (resp. descent) of an s-bush B is a pair (i, j) of nodes of B such that

• j has indegree 1,
• i is the greatest ancestor of j such that the leftmost (resp. rightmost) increasing path from i

to j in B takes the leftmost (resp. rightmost) outgoing edge at each node, except at node i,
• either sj = 0 or all nodes along the left (resp. right) zigzag of j have indegree 2.

Remark 11. For s-trees, our definition of ascents and descents specializes to [CP22, Def. 1.24].
Namely, (i, j) is an ascent (resp. descent) of an s-tree T if

• i is the greatest ancestor of j such that the increasing path from i to j in T takes the
leftmost (resp. rightmost) outgoing edge at each node, except at node i,

• either sj = 0 or the leftmost (resp. rightmost) edge of j is a leaf.

Definition 12. Consider an s-bush B and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n such that i is an ancestor of j. Let π
be the leftmost (resp. rightmost) increasing path in B from i to j, and arriving through the right
(resp. left) incoming edge of j if (i, j) is a hole of B. We define µ(B, i, j) (resp. ν(B, i, j)) as
r − 1 +

∑
k∈K max(0, sk − 1) where r is the number of children of i weakly (resp. strictly) to the

right of π, and K is the set of nodes i < k < j and weakly (resp. strictly) to the right of π. Note
that µ(B, i, j) ≤ ν(B, i, j), and µ(B, i, j) = ν(B, i, j) if (i, j) is a hole of B.

Example 13. On the rightmost s-bush B of Figure 4,

• the holes are (2, 4), (1, 5), and (5, 6),
• the left zigzag of 2 is 2 → 4 → 5 → 6 and the right zigzag of 3 is 3 → 5 → 8 → 9,
• the ascents are (1, 2), (4, 7), (3, 9) and the descents are (2, 7), (5, 8) and (8, 9),
• µ(B, 1, 5) = ν(B, 1, 5) = 1, µ(B, 3, 9) = 3, ν(B, 2, 7) = 0,
• the closed fiber F̄B is the polyhedron defined by the equalities x2 − x4 = 1, x1 − x5 = 1,
x5 − x6 = 0 and the inequalities x1 − x2 ≤ 0, x4 − x7 ≤ 0, x3 − x9 ≤ 3, x2 − x7 ≥ 0,
x5 − x8 ≥ 2, and x8 − x9 ≥ 1.

Proposition 14. The closed fiber F̄B of an s-bush B is irredundantly described by

• an equality xi − xj = µ(B, i, j) for each hole (i, j) of B,
• an inequality xi − xj ≤ µ(B, i, j) for each ascent (i, j) of B,
• an inequality xi − xj ≥ ν(B, i, j) for each descent (i, j) of B.

Proof. Fix j ∈ [n] and consider the s≤j−1-bush B≤j−1 with gaps labeled according to the inser-
tion B(s≤j−1,x≤j−1) of any x ∈ FB. Observe (by induction on j) that, if (i, σ) is the gap label
immediately to the left (resp. right) of a leaf ℓ of B≤j−1, then

(a) The leftmost (resp. rightmost) increasing path from i to ℓ takes the leftmost (resp. rightmost)
outgoing edge at each node, except at i. We say that i is the left (resp. right) ancestor of ℓ.

(b) σ = r − 1 +
∑

k∈K max(0, sk − 1) where r is the number of children of i and K the set of
nodes i < k < j, all located weakly (resp. strictly) to the right of the leftmost (resp. rightmost)
increasing path in B from i to ℓ.

Assume now that j is attached to the two leaves ℓ, ℓ′ around a gap label (w, τ) of B≤j−1. Then w
is the greatest common ancestor of ℓ and ℓ′ in B (by (a)), and τ = µ(B, w, j) = ν(B, w, j) (by (b)).
Hence, the corresponding equation xj = xw − τ of F̄B is indeed of the form xi − xj = µ(B, i, j) for
a hole (i, j) of B.
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Assume now that j is attached to a leaf ℓ between two gap labels (u, ρ) and (v, σ) of B≤j−1.
Then u is the left ancestor of j (by (a)), and ρ = µ(B, u, j) (by (b)). Moreover, if sj ̸= 0 and h lies
on the left zigzag Z of j, then xu − µ(B, u, j) − ζ ≤ xh ≤ xj − ζ, with ζ =

∑
k∈K max(0, sk − 1)

where K is the set of nodes j ≤ k < h on the right of Z, including the zig nodes of Z, but not
the zag nodes of Z. If the node h has indegree 1, then both inequalities are strict on FB, so
that the inequality xu − µ(B, u, j) ≤ xj is actually redundant. The same arguments hold for the
inequality xj ≤ xv − ν(B, v, j). We conclude that all facet defining inequalities of F̄B are of the
form xi − xj ≤ µ(B, i, j) for an ascent (i, j) of B, or xi − xj ≥ ν(B, i, j) for a descent (i, j) of B.

Finally, we need to prove that our system of equalities and inequalities is irredundant. The
equalities are irredundant because they are echeloned. For the inequalities, we choose for instance
an ascent (i, j) of B, and we prove that there is x ∈ F̄B for which the inequality xi−xj ≤ µ(B, i, j)
is the only tight inequality in our system. For this, start with y in the interior of FB (so that
all our inequalities are strict), and let δ = yi − yj − µ(B, i, j). Let Z be the left zigzag of j, and
J be the set of zig nodes of Z. Consider the point x :=y + δ

∑
j∈J ej . As i /∈ J while j ∈ J ,

we have xi − xj = yi − yj − δ = µ(B, i, j). Finally, we let the reader check that x satisfies the
equalities given by all holes of B and strictly satisfies all inequalities given by the other ascents
and descents of B. □

Corollary 15. The dimension of F̄B is the rank of B.

Proof. By Proposition 14, the codimension of F̄B is the number of indegree 2 nodes of B. Hence
the dimension is the number of indegree 1 nodes of B, thus the rank of B. □

Example 16. Recall from Remark 2 (6) that for q ∈ Λs, we denote by Tq the s-trunk obtained by
attaching node i to leaves qi and qi+1 (or to the only leaf if there is only one). Its insertion fiber FTq

is the affine subspace of dimension n+Tn−Sn, defined by the equations x1−xj = µ(Tq, 1, j) = qj−1
for all j ∈ [n] such that Tj−1 ≥ 2. Hence, the insertion fibers of the s-trunks form a grid in the
basis x1 − xj . This is visible in Figure 5.

1.5. s-foam. We now consider the collection of all s-insertion fibers.

Definition 17. The s-foam is the collection Fs of closed fibers F̄B of all s-bushes B.

Some s-foams are illustrated in Figure 5. As B(s,x+ λ
∑

i∈[n] ei) = B(s,x) for any λ ∈ R, all
fibers contain the line R

∑
i∈[n] ei in their lineality space, hence we intersect the s-foams with the

hyperplane
{
x ∈ Rn

∣∣ ∑
i∈[n] xi = 0

}
in all illustrations. We need the following property of the

s-foam.

Proposition 18. Any face of a closed fiber F̄B is a closed fiber F̄B′ .

Proof. Consider a facet G of a closed fiber F̄B. We will prove that G = F̄B′ where B′ := B(s, g)
for an arbitrary g in the relative interior of G. This shows the statement by induction on the
dimension (since any face of F̄B is a face of a facet of F̄B).

Let H be the affine span of F̄B, let H
′ be the affine span of G, and let H+ be the half-space

of H defined by H′ and containing F̄B (this is well-defined since G is a facet of F̄B). Pick a
generic x′ ∈ H′ and then some x ∈ H+ close enough to x′ so that x′i < x′j − σ implies xi < xj − σ
for any i, j ∈ [n] and 0 ≤ σ ≤ Sn (this is possible as we have finitely many open conditions).

For j ∈ [n], consider the s≤j-bushes Bj := B(s≤j ,x≤j) and B′
j := B(s≤j ,x

′
≤j). Let i be the mini-

mal index such that Bi ̸= B′
i. Hence, there is a gap label (u, ρ) in Bi−1 = B′

i−1 such that xi ̸= xu − ρ
while x′i = x′u − ρ. Assume for instance xi < xu − ρ (the other case is similar).

We claim that we can reconstruct the sequence B1, . . . ,Bn from the sequence B′
1, . . . ,B

′
n and

vice versa. To see it, we prove by induction that, for any j > i,

(a) the gap labels in Bj are precisely the gap labels in B′
j , except that one gap label of the

form (u, ρ′) in Bj may disappear in B′
j ,

(b) if a gap label (u, ρ′) of Bj does not appear in B′
j , then the gap label (v, σ) immediately to the

left of (u, ρ′) in Bj is such that x′v − σ = x′u − ρ′,
(c) the position of j + 1 in Bj+1 determines the position of j + 1 in B′

j+1 and vice versa.
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Figure 5. The s-foam for s = (1, 2, 0) (left) and s = (2, 1, 0) (right).

Note that (a) and (b) hold for j = i. Indeed, the gap (u, ρ) of Bi has disappeared in B′
i, the gap

immediately to its left is (i, 0), and we have x′i − 0 = x′u − ρ. Assume now that (a) and (b) hold
for some j > i. For any gap label (w, τ) common to Bj and B′

j , we have

• xj+1 = xw − τ ⇐⇒ x′j+1 = x′w − τ . Indeed, let K be the hyperplane of equa-
tion yj+1 = yw − τ . If xj+1 = xw − τ , then H ⊆ K, so that x′j+1 = x′w − τ . Conversely,
if x′j+1 = x′w − τ , then H′ ⊆ K, so that H ⊆ K (otherwise, H′ would have codimension at
least 2 in H, since x′ is generic in H′), hence xj+1 = xw − τ .

• xj+1 < xw − τ ⇐⇒ x′j+1 < x′w − τ by our assumption that x is close enough to x′.

Assume now that some gap label (u, ρ′) in Bj disappeared in B′
j , and let (v, σ) be the gap label

immediately to its left in Bj , so that x′v−σ = x′u−ρ′ by (b). Assume that xv−σ ≤ xj+1 ≤ xu−ρ′.
As x is close enough to x′, we also have x′v − σ ≤ x′j+1 ≤ x′u − ρ′. As x′v − σ = x′u − ρ′,
we obtain that x′j+1 = x′v − σ. Since (v, σ) is a common gap label in Bj and B′

j , this implies
that xv − σ = xu − ρ′. We thus obtain that j + 1 cannot be attached only to the leaf between
the gap labels (v, σ) and (u, ρ′), nor to the two leaves around the gap label (u, ρ′). We conclude
that the position of j + 1 in Bj+1 determines the position of j + 1 in B′

j+1 and vice versa, so
that (c) holds for j. This in turn implies that (a) and (b) hold for j + 1 since we shift a gap
label common to Bj and B′

j by the same quantity to obtain the corresponding gap label common
to Bj+1 and B′

j+1.

We now consider the facet G of F̄B. We pick an arbitrary g in the relative interior of G, and
choose f close enough to g such that f ∈ FB. We prove that G = F̄B′ where B′ := B(s, g).

Observe first that, for any x′ in the interior of G, we can choose x close enough to x′ such
that x ∈ FB. As we proved that B(s,x′) is determined by B(s,x) = B = B(s,f), we obtain
that B(s,x′) = B(s, g) = B′. Hence, the interior of G is contained in FB′ .

Conversely, consider any x′ in FB′ , and let x in H+ be close enough to x′. Since B(s,x) is
determined by B(s,x′) = B′ = B(s, g), we obtain that B(s,x) = B(s,f) = B. Hence, x′ lies on
the boundary of F̄B. We conclude that the interior of FB′ is contained in G. □

Proposition 19. The s-foam Fs is a complete polyhedral complex (i.e. a set of polyhedra closed
under faces, pairwise intersecting along faces, and whose union completely covers Rn).

Proof. We already observed that the closed fibers are polyhedra (Lemma 7), and that their faces
are closed fibers (Proposition 18). The fibers (and thus their closures) cover Rn as the insertion
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Figure 6. The left stitching and incision of Definitions 20 and 21 (left) and the left and right
rotations of Definition 23.

algorithm is defined on Rn. We thus just need to prove that the intersection X of two closed
fibers F̄B and F̄B′ is a face of both. For this, consider x ∈ X, and let B′′ := B(s,x). Since x ∈ F̄B,
Proposition 18 implies that F̄B′′ is a face of F̄B (possibly F̄B itself). We thus obtain that F̄B′′ is
contained in X. Hence, X is a union of faces of F̄B. As it is convex, it is actually a face of F̄B

(possibly F̄B itself). By symmetry, it is also a face of F̄B′ (possibly F̄B′ itself). □

1.6. s-rotations. We now describe the dual graph of the s-foam Fs. For this, we describe two
operations, which are obviously inverse to each other, as illustrated in Figure 6 (left).

Definition 20. Let (i, j) be an ascent (resp. descent) in an s-tree T. Let p → q be the last
edge whose source is smaller than j along the rightmost (resp. leftmost) increasing path leaving i
through the edge immediately to the left (resp. right) of the path from i to j (note that q might
be a leaf). The stitching of (i, j) in T is the s-bush B obtained from T by replacing the edge p→ q
by p→ j and the leftmost (resp. rightmost) outgoing edge of j (which is a leaf) by j → q.

Definition 21. Consider an s-bush B with a single hole (i, j). Let p → j and j → q denote the
leftmost (resp. rightmost) incoming and outgoing edges at j (note that q can be a leaf). The left
(resp. right) incision of B is the s-tree T obtained from B by replacing the edge p → j by p → q
and the edge j → q by a leaf at j.

Proposition 22. If (i, j) is an ascent (resp. descent) in an s-tree T, and B is the stitching of (i, j)
in T, then F̄B is the facet of F̄T corresponding to (i, j). If an s-bush B has a single hole, and T
and T′ are the left and right incisions of B, then F̄T and F̄T′ are the two facets of Fs containing F̄B.

Proof. If B is the stitching of an ascent (resp. descent) (i, j) in an s-tree T, then (i, j) is the
only hole of B, so that F̄B satisfies the single equation xi − xj = µ(B, i, j) = ν(B, i, j), and we
have µ(B, i, j) = µ(T, i, j) (resp. ν(B, i, j) = ν(T, i, j)). Moreover, as in the proof of Proposition 18,
an immediate induction shows that, for any k ≥ j, the gap labels in T≤k and B≤k are identical,
except that a gap label (i, ρ) of T disappears in B. Hence, we obtain that F̄B satisfies the same
inequalities as F̄T. We conclude that F̄B is the facet of F̄T defined by xi − xj = µ(B, i, j).

Conversely, if an s-bush B has a single hole, then F̄B is a codimension 1 polyhedron of the
s-foam Fs. As Fs is a complete polyhedral complex, F̄B is contained in precisely two full-
dimensional polyhedra of Fs. Since the stitching and incision operations are clearly inverse to
each other, the first part of the statement implies that F̄T and F̄T′ are the two facets of Fs

containing F̄B. □

We now connect incisions and stitchings with the following operations, adapted from the de-
scription of [CP22], and illustrated in Figure 6 (right).

Definition 23 ([CP22, Def. 1.30]). Consider an ascent (resp. descent) (i, j) in an s-tree T. Let r be
the parent of j (note that r might be i). Let j → s be the rightmost (resp. leftmost) outgoing edge
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of j (note that s might be a leaf). Let p → q be last edge whose source is smaller than j along
the rightmost (resp. leftmost) increasing path leaving i through the edge immediately to the left
(resp. right) of the path from i to j (note that q might be a leaf). The left (resp. right) rotation
of (i, j) transforms T by replacing the edges r → j, j → s and p → q by new edges r → s, j → q
and p→ j respectively.

Lemma 24. A left (resp. right) rotation is the composition of an ascent (resp. descent) stitching
of Definition 20 with a right (resp. left) incision of Definition 21.

Corollary 25. The dual graph of the s-foam is the rotation graph on s-trees. Its incidence graph
is the incision (or equivalently stitching) graph.

Remark 26. More generally, given an s-bush B, the combinatorial description of the s-bushes B′

such that FB′ is a face of FB is quite technical. Namely, the s-bushes B′ such that FB′ is a facet
of FB are obtained by selecting an ascent or a descent (i, j) of B and performing a technical sewing
process along (i, j).

In contrast, given an s-bush B′, the combinatorial description of which are the s-bushes B such
that FB′ is a face of FB is easier. Let j be an indegree 2 node of B′, and let i → j and j → k
denote the leftmost (resp. rightmost) incoming and outgoing edges at j (note that k can be leaf).
A left (resp. right) incision of B′ at j is an s-bush B obtained as follows:

• replace the edge i→ j by i→ k,
• if the two leftmost (resp. rightmost) outgoing edges of j have a lowest common descen-
dant ℓ, then perform a (left or right) incision at ℓ and replace the edge j → k by j → ℓ,

• otherwise, replace the edge j → k by a leaf.

Then FB′ is a facet of FB if and only if B is obtained by some incision at an indegree 2 node of B′.
Hence, FB′ is a face of FB if and only if B is obtained by a sequence of incisions in B′. We skip
the proof of this description as we will not need it in the remaining of the paper.

Remark 27. Given an s-bush B′, we denote by T(B′) the set of s-trees T such that FB′ is a face
of FT. In other words, all s-trees obtained by performing left or right incisions at all indegree 2
nodes of B′. We distinguish two particular s-trees of T(B′): the left tree L(B′) obtained by
performing only left incisions, and the right tree R(B′) obtained by performing only right incisions.
In other words, if x′ ∈ FB′ , then L(B′) = B(s,x′+ εω) and L(B′) = B(s,x′− εω) for a sufficiently
small ϵ > 0 and ω :=(1, 2, . . . n)− (n, . . . , 2, 1) =

∑
1≤i<j≤n ej − ei =

∑
i∈[n](2i− n− 1) ei. Note

that the holes, ascents and descents of B′ can be derived from the ascents and descents of L(B′)
and R(B′). Namely, the holes of B′ are the ascents of L(B′) which are also descents of R(B′), the
ascents of B′ are the ascents of R(B′), and the descents of B′ are the descents of L(B′). In fact,
T(B′) is actually the interval [L(B′),R(B′)] in the s-weak order (defined in the next section). These
intervals are called pure intervals in [CP23]. Such an interval is also determined by the s-tree L(B′)
(resp. R(B′)) together with a subset of its ascents (resp. descents). To sum up, there are bijections
between the s-bushes, the faces of the s-foam, the pure intervals of [CP23], and the pairs (T, A)
where A is a subset of ascents (resp. descents) of an s-tree T.

2. The s-weak order and facial s-weak order

In this section, we consider the s-weak order Ws on s-trees (directly adapted from the original
definition of [CP22]), and we extend it to the facial s-weak order FWs on all s-bushes. We prove
that these two posets are actually congruence uniform lattices by exhibiting a construction by
interval doublings (recovering a result of [CP22] for the s-weak order).

2.1. Recollections 2: The weak order and facial weak order. We first remind basic properties of
the weak order on permutations of [n] and the facial weak order on ordered set partitions of [n].

2.1.1. Lattices and interval doublings. A lattice (L,≤,∧,∨) is a poset (L,≤) where any subset X
admits a meet

∧
X (greatest lower bound) and a join

∨
X (least upper bound). Particularly

interesting lattices are semidistributive and congruence uniform lattices, whose definitions are
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delayed to Sections 3.1 and 4.1, where we will have introduced more lattice theoretic background.
We just note here that congruence uniformity implies semidistributivity.

The doubling of a subset X of a poset P is the poset P [X] on (P ∖X)⊔ (X×{0, 1}) defined by

• a ≤ b in P [X] if a, b /∈ X and a ≤ b in P ,
• (a, i) ≤ b in P [X] if a ∈ X, b /∈ X, i ∈ {0, 1}, and a ≤ b in P ,
• a ≤ (b, j) in P [X] if a /∈ X, b ∈ X, j ∈ {0, 1}, and a ≤ b in P ,
• (a, i) ≤ (b, j) in P [X] if a, b ∈ X, i, j ∈ {0, 1}, and a ≤ b in P and i ≤ j.

Recall that C ⊆ P is order convex if x ≤ y ≤ z and x, z ∈ C implies y ∈ C, and that an interval
of P is a subset of the form [x, z] := {y ∈ P | x ≤ y ≤ z}. A. Day [Day94] observed that if L is a
lattice and C ⊆ L is order convex, then L[C] is again a lattice. In fact, a lattice is congruence
normal (resp. uniform) if and only if it can be obtained from a distributive lattice by a sequence
of doublings of order convex sets (resp. of intervals).

2.1.2. The weak order. We now remind basic properties of the weak order on permutations and
of the facial weak order on ordered partitions, and show that they are constructible by interval dou-
blings. The inversion set of a permutation σ of [n] is inv(σ):= {(σi, σj) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and σi > σj}.
The weak order Wn is the partially ordered set of permutations of [n] ordered by inclusion of their
inversion sets. Its cover relations are given by transpositions of adjacent entries (meaning at
two consecutive positions). See Figure 7. The weak order is known to be a congruence uniform
lattice [GR63, DC94, LCdPB94].

As we will mimic it for the s-weak order and facial s-weak order, we now present a construction
of the weak order by interval doublings, closely related to the insertion algorithm of Section 1.
By induction, it suffices to exhibit a sequence of interval doublings from the weak order Wn−1 to
the weak order Wn. We denote by σ̄ the permutation of [n− 1] obtained by deleting the entry n
in a permutation σ of [n]. For any i ∈ [n], we denote by W i

n the poset obtained from the weak
order Wn by identifying two permutations σ and σ′ if and only if σ̄ = σ̄′ and the relative position
of k and n are the same in σ and σ, for all n − i < k < n. Note that W 1

n is isomorphic to
the weak order Wn−1 and Wn

n is just the weak order Wn. For instance, Figure 8 represents the
posets W i

4 for i = 1, . . . , 4. In this picture, we represent an element of W i
n, on three lines (red,

green, blue). The red line contains [n− i− 1], the green line contains [n− i, n[, and the blue line
just contains n. The red and green lines form the permutation σ̄, the green and blue lines record
the relative position of k and n for all n−i < k ≤ n, while the red and blue lines are incomparable.
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Figure 7. The weak order Wn for n = 3 (left) and n = 4 (right).
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Figure 8. Interval doublings from the weak order W3 (left) to the weak order W4 (right). The
four lattices are W3 ≃ W 1

4 , W
2
4 , W

3
4 , and W

4
4 = W4. We bold some intervals of W i−1

4 and dash
the corresponding doubled intervals in W i

4.

We claim that W i+1
n is obtained from W i

n by interval doublings. Consider U := {u1 < · · · < up}
and V := {v1 < · · · < vq} such that U⊔V = ]n− i, n[. Let σ̃i

U,V (resp. τ̃ iU,V ) denote the class inW
i
n

of the permutations σ (resp. τ) of [n] such that σ̄ = [1, . . . , n − i − 1, u1, . . . , up, n − i, v1, . . . , vq]
(resp. τ̄ = [up, . . . , u1, n−i, vq, . . . , v1, n−i−1, . . . , 1]) and where n is to the right of any u ∈ U and
to the left of any v ∈ V . We invite the reader to check thatW i+1

n is obtained fromW i
n by doubling,

for all U ⊔ V = ]n− i, n[, the interval [σ̃i
U,V , τ̃

i
U,V ] in W

i
n to the intervals [σ̃i+1

U∪{n−i},V , τ̃
i+1
U∪{n−i},V ]

and [σ̃i+1
U,V ∪{n−i}, τ̃

i+1
U,V ∪{n−i}] in W

i+1
n . These interval doublings are illustrated in Figure 8.

1|2|3

3|2|1

2|1|3 1|3|2

2|3|1 3|1|2

1232|13 13|2

12|3 1|23

23|1 3|122.1.3. The facial weak order. Finally, we briefly describe the fa-
cial weak order. It is a lattice structure on all cones of the braid
arrangement, or equivalently, on all faces of the permutahedron,
which extends the weak order. It is illustrated on the right for n = 3.
It was introduced for the braid arrangement in [KLN+01, BHKN01],
studied for arbitrary Coxeter arrangements in [PR06, DHP18],
and extended even further in [DHMP22, Han23]. The facial weak
order FWn is the partial order on ordered set partitions of [n]
where µ ≤ ν if the following equivalent assertions holds:

• min(µ) ≤ min(ν) and max(µ) ≤ max(ν), where min(µ) and max(µ) respectively denote
the weak order minimal and maximal permutations refining µ,

• inv(µ) ⊆ inv(ν) and ninv(µ) ⊇ ninv(ν), where inv(µ) (resp. ninv(µ)) is the set of pairs i < j
such that the part of µ containing i is weakly after (resp. before) the part of µ containing j,

• the corresponding cones Cµ and Cν of the braid arrangement are connected by a path of
pairs (F,G), where either F is a facet of G with the same weak order maximum, or G is
a facet of F with the same weak order minimum.

2.2. The s-weak order. We now define the s-weak order as introduced in [CP22] (modulo our
minor convention changes, see Remark 3).

Definition 28 ([CP22, Def. 1.3]). For an s-tree T and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, the position pos(T, i, j) ∈ Jsi]
is the minimum of si and the number of outgoing edges of i strictly to the right of the increasing
path from the root of T to j.
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Figure 9. The s-weak order Ws for s = (1, 2, 0) (left) and s = (2, 1, 0) (right).

Lemma 29. For any s-tree T and 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n,

pos(T, j, k) > 0 ⇒ pos(T, i, j) ≤ pos(T, i, k) and pos(T, j, k) < sj ⇒ pos(T, i, j) ≥ pos(T, i, k).

Proof. If pos(T, j, k) > 0, then j is weakly right of the path from the root of T to k. Hence,
the path from the root of T to j is weakly on the right of the path from the root of T to k. By
definition, this yields pos(T, i, j) ≤ pos(T, i, k). The other inequality is similar. □

Although not strictly necessary in this paper, we recall from [CP22] that the inequalities
of Lemma 29 actually characterize the position vectors of s-trees.

Proposition 30 ([CP22, Prop. 1.6]). The following are equivalent for a
(
n
2

)
-tuple (Pi,j)1≤i<j≤n:

(1) there exists an s-tree T such that pos(T, i, j) = Pi,j for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
(2) 0 ≤ Pi,j ≤ si for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, and Pj,k > 0 ⇒ Pi,j ≤ Pi,k and Pj,k < sj ⇒ Pi,j ≥ Pi,k

for all 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n.

The main object of [CP22, CP23] is the following order on s-trees, illustrated in Figure 9.

Definition 31 ([CP22, Def. 1.9]). The s-weak order Ws is the partially ordered set of s-trees given
by T ≤ T′ if and only if pos(T, i, j) ≤ pos(T′, i, j) for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

We now describe the cover relations in the s-weak order in terms of ascents, descents, and
rotations (see Definitions 10 and 23 and Remark 11).

Proposition 32 ([CP22, Thm. 1.32]). If two s-trees T and T′ are related by the rotation of an
ascent (i, j) of T to a descent (i, j) of T′, then T is the maximal (resp. T′ is the minimal) s-tree
such that T ≤ T′ and pos(T, i, j) < pos(T′, i, j).

Proposition 33 ([CP22, Thm. 1.32]). The s-trees which cover (resp. are covered by) an s-tree T in
the s-weak order Ws are precisely those obtained by rotating an ascent (resp. descent) of T.

We obtain the following geometric consequence of Corollary 25 and Proposition 33.

Corollary 34. The Hasse diagram of the s-weak order Ws is isomorphic to the dual graph of the
s-foam oriented in the direction ω :=(1, 2, . . . n)−(n, . . . , 2, 1) =

∑
1≤i<j≤n

ej−ei =
∑

i∈[n]

(2i−n−1) ei.

Remark 35. We note that C. Ceballos and V. Pons also briefly mention the construction of the
“s-braid arrangement” in [CP23, end of Sect. 3.2 & Fig. 27] which seems to coincide with our
s-foam [Pon24]. Note that we prefer the term “foam” to “arrangement” as it is not anymore a
hyperplane arrangement (not even affine).
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Finally, we state to the key result of [CP22].

Theorem 36 ([CP22, Thms. 1.21 & 1.40]). The s-weak order Ws is a congruence uniform lattice.

Remark 37. The proof of the lattice property in [CP22] actually exploits the characterization
of Proposition 30 to explicitly describe the join in the s-weak order Ws. Namely, the join T∨T′ of
two s-trees T and T′ satisfies pos(T∨T′, i, j) =M tc

i,j where Mi,j := max
(
pos(T, i, j),pos(T′, i, j)

)
andM tc

i,k
:= max

{
Mj0,j1

∣∣ i = j0 < · · · < jq = k and Mjp,jp+1
> 0 for all p ∈ [q]

}
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

The congruence uniformity is proved in [CP22] by showing semidistributivity, and exhibiting a
certain edge labeling of the s-weak order that ensures congruence uniformity. We now give an
alternative argument for the congruence uniformity (and hence the semidistributivity) based on
interval doublings, which naturally arise from our insertion algorithm, and will be extended to the
facial s-weak order in Section 2.3. We note that C. Ceballos and V. Pons also mention a proof
by interval doublings in [CP22, Rem. 1.41]. Their sequence of doublings can be found in [Pon22,
function lattice_doublings at line 1489] and seems quite different from ours [Pon24].

Proposition 38. The s-weak order Ws is constructible by a sequence of interval doublings.

Proof sketch. We just give a brief description of the sequence of doublings, generalizing the descrip-
tion of Section 2.1 for the interval doublings in the weak order. Let s̄ := s≤n−1 = (s1, . . . , sn−1)
and denote by T̄ the s̄-tree obtained by deleting the node n in an s-tree T. For any i ∈ [n − 1]
and j ∈ Jsn−i], we denote by W i,j

s the poset obtained from the s-weak order Ws by identifying
two s-trees T and T′ if and only if T̄ = T̄′, pos(T, k, n) = pos(T′, k, n) for all n− i < k < n,
and pos(T, n − i, n) and pos(T′, n − i, n) either coincide or are both at least j. Note that W 1,0

s

is isomorphic to the s̄-weak order Ws̄, that Wn−1,s1
s is just the s-weak order Ws, and

that W i,si
s =W i+1,0

s .
We now observe that we can construct W i,j

s from W i,j−1
s by interval doublings. For J ⊆ [n],

the left (resp. right) s-comb with nodes J is the increasing tree on J , where each node j ∈ J
has sj + 1 outgoing edges, which are all leaves except the leftmost (resp. rightmost). Con-
sider U := {u1 < · · · < up} and V := {v1 < · · · < vq} such that U ⊔ V = ]n− i, n[. We denote

by Si,jU,V the class in W i,j
s of s-trees S such that S̄ is obtained by attaching the right comb with

nodes U to the (j+1)-st rightmost outgoing edge of n−i in the right comb with nodes [n−i−1]∪V
and where the node n is attached either to the rightmost leaf of the right comb with nodes U or
to leftmost leaf of the j-th rightmost subtree of n − i. We denote by Ti,j

U,V the class in W i,j
s of

s-trees T such that T̄ is obtained by attaching the left comb with nodes V to the j-th rightmost
outgoing edgege of n − i in the left comb with nodes [n − i − 1] ∪ U and where the node n is
attached either to the leftmost leaf of the left comb with nodes V or to the rightmost leaf of the
(j + 1)-st rightmost subtree of n− i. We let the reader check that W i,j

s is obtain from W i,j−1
s by

doubling the intervals [Si,jU,V ,T
i,j
U,V ] for all U ⊔ V = ]n− i, n[. □

2.3. The facial s-weak order. We now extend the s-weak order to all s-bushes (hence, to all
polyhedra of the s-foam Fs). Although it is not required to read the remaining of the paper, we
have included this section as the ideas are very similar to that of Section 2.2.

Definition 39. For an s-bush B and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we define the left (resp. right) posi-
tion lpos(B, i, j) (resp. rpos(B, i, j)) as follows:

• If i is an ancestor of j, consider the rightmost (resp. leftmost) increasing path π from i
to j such that any inner node of π with an incoming edge strictly left (resp. right) of π has
an outgoing edge strictly left (resp. right) of π, and define lpos(B, i, j) (resp. rpos(B, i, j))
as the number of outgoing edges of i strictly left (resp. right) of π.

• Otherwise, define lpos(B, i, j) = si and rpos(B, i, j) = 0 if i is on the left of any increasing
path from the root of B to j, and lpos(B, i, j) = 0 and rpos(B, i, j) = si otherwise.

Remark 40. A few observations on Definition 39:

• Definition 39 contains Definition 28: for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, there is at most one increasing
path from i to j in an s-tree T, so that pos(T, i, j) = rpos(T, i, j) = si − lpos(T, i, j).
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Figure 10. Interval doublings from the (2, 1)-weak order (left) to the (2, 1, 0)-weak order (right).

The four lattices are W(2,1) ≃W 1,0
(2,1,0), W

1,1
(2,1,0) =W 2,0

(2,1,0), W
2,1
(2,1,0), and W

2,2
(2,1,0) =W(2,1,0).

• For any s-bush B and any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we have 0 ≤ lpos(B, i, j), rpos(B, i, j) ≤ si,
and lpos(B, i, j) + rpos(B, i, j) ≤ si + 1. Moreover, both lpos(B, i, j) and rpos(B, i, j)
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 29. We conjecture that these conditions characterize the
left and right positions of s-bushes.

• For any two s-bushes B and B′, one can check that the closed fiber F̄B is a face of the
closed fiber F̄B′ if and only if lpos(B, i, j) ≥ lpos(B′, i, j) and rpos(B, i, j) ≥ rpos(B′, i, j)
for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

We now use lpos(B, i, j) and rpos(B, i, j) to define a different order on s-bushes, which extends
the s-weak order of Definition 31 and generalizes the facial weak order of [KLN+01]. It is illustrated
in Figure 11.

Definition 41. The facial s-weak order FWs is the partially ordered set of s-bushes given by B ≤ B′

if and only if lpos(B, i, j) ≥ lpos(B′, i, j) and rpos(B, i, j) ≤ rpos(B′, i, j) for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

Remark 42. As for the facial weak order on ordered set partitions of [n], there are several equivalent
perspectives on the facial s-weak order. Namely,

• B ≤ B′ if and only if min(B) ≤ min(B′) and max(B) ≤ max(B′), where min(B) and max(B)
denote the s-weak order minimal and maximal s-trees refining the s-bush B,

• if an s-bush B has an indegree 2 node j, then it covers (resp. is covered by) the s-bush
obtained from B by detaching the left (resp. right) incoming edge of j, and these are all
cover relations of the facial s-weak order (note that this simple description contrasts with
the involved description of the cover relations of the refinement order, see Remark 26).

Proposition 43. The facial s-weak order FWs is constructible by interval doublings, so that it is a
congruence uniform lattice.

Proof sketch. The proof follows the same lines as that of Proposition 38. Let s̄ := s≤n−1 =
(s1, . . . , sn−1) and denote by B̄ the s̄-bush obtained by deleting the node n in an s-bush B.
For any i ∈ [n− 1] and j ∈ Jsn−i], we denote by FW i,j

s the poset obtained from the facial s-weak
order FWs by identifying two s-bushes B and B′ if and only if B̄ = B̄′, lpos(B, k, n) = lpos(B′, k, n)
and rpos(B, k, n) = rpos(B′, k, n) for all n− i < k < n, lpos(B, n− i, n) and lpos(B′, n− i, n) either
coincide or are both at most si − j, and rpos(B, n− i, n) and rpos(B′, n− i, n) either coincide or
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Figure 11. The facial s-weak order FWs for s = (1, 2, 0) (left) and s = (2, 1, 0) (right).

are both at least j. As before, observe that FW 1,0
s is isomorphic to the facial s̄-weak order FWs̄,

that FWn−1,s1
s is just the facial s-weak order FWs, and that FW i,si

s = FW i+1,1
s . We then prove

that we can construct FW i,j
s from FW i,j−1

s by a sequence of interval tripling (which are obtained
by doubling twice each interval). □

3. Canonical representations in the s-weak order

This section is devoted to the combinatorial description of the join irreducibles and canonical
join representations in the s-weak order Ws.

3.1. Recollections 3: Canonical representations in the weak order. We first recall the combina-
torics of canonical representations of permutations in terms of non-crossing arc diagrams [Rea15],
and of weak order intervals in terms of semi-crossing arc bidiagrams [AP23].

3.1.1. Canonical representations in semidistributive lattices. We first recall the definition of canon-
ical representations in a finite semi-distributive lattice (L,≤,∧,∨). A join representation of x ∈ L
is a subset J ⊆ L such that x =

∨
J . Such a representation is irredundant if x ̸=

∨
J ′ for any

strict subset J ′ ⊊ J . The irredundant join representations of an element x ∈ L are ordered by
containment of the down sets of their elements, i.e. J ≤ J ′ if and only if for any y ∈ J there
exists y′ ∈ J ′ such that y ≤ y′ in L. The canonical join representation of x is the minimal irredun-
dant join representation of x for this order when it exists. Its elements are the canonical joinands
of x. Note that by definition, the canonical joinands form an antichain of join irreducible elements
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of L (the elements which are their only irredundant join representation, or equivalently that cover
a single element).

The lattice L is join semidistributive if the following equivalent assertions hold
• x ∨ y = x ∨ z implies x ∨ (y ∧ z) = x ∨ y for any x, y, z ∈ L,
• all elements of L admit a canonical join representation.

The canonical join complex of L is the simplicial complex whose vertices are the join irreducible el-
ements of L and whose simplices are the canonical join representations of elements of L, see [Rea15,
Bar19]. The canonical meet representations, the canonical meetands, and the canonical meet com-
plex of a meet semidistributive lattice are defined dually.

The lattice L is semidistributive if it is both join and meet semidistributive. In this situation, its
canonical join and meet complexes are isomorphic flag simplicial complexes [Bar19]. The canonical
representation of an interval [x, y] of L is the disjoint union J ⊔M , where J is the canonical join
representation of x and M the canonical meet representation of y. The canonical complex of L is
the flag simplicial complex whose vertex set is the disjoint union of the join irreducible elements
of L and the meet irreducible elements of L, and whose simplices are the canonical representations
of the intervals of L, see [AP23].

3.1.2. Canonical join representations of permutations and non-crossing arc diagrams. We now
recall the combinatorial model of [Rea15] for the canonical join representations in the weak order.
An arc on [n] is a quadruple (i, j, A,B) where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and A ⊔ B forms a partition of the
interval ]i, j[ := {i+1, . . . , j−1}. We represent an arc by a curve wiggling around the vertical axis,
starting at height i and ending at height j, and passing to the right of the points of A and to the
left of the points of B. Two arcs α :=(i, j, A,B) and α′ :=(i′, j′, A′, B′) are crossing if they cross
in their interior or have the same bottom endpoints or the same top endpoints. In other words,
if there exist u ̸= v such that u ∈ (A′ ∪ {i′, j′}) ∩ (B ∪ {i, j}) and v ∈ (A ∪ {i, j}) ∩ (B′ ∪ {i′, j′}).
A non-crossing arc diagram on [n] is a collection of pairwise non-crossing arcs on [n].

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

76421 3 5

In [Rea15], N. Reading defined an elegant bijection between
permutations of [n] and non-crossing arc diagrams on [n]. It
sends a permutation σ to the non-crossing arc diagram δ∨(σ)
with an arc (σj+1, σj , Aj , Bj) for each descent j ∈ [n− 1] of σ
(i.e. with σj > σj+1), where

Aj := {σi | 1 ≤ i < j and σj+1 < σi < σj}
and Bj := {σk | j + 1 < k ≤ n and σj+1 < σk < σj} .

As illustrated on the right with σ = 2531746, the non-crossing arc diagram δ∨(σ) can also been
visualized by representing the table (j, σj) of the permutation σ, drawing the segments correspond-
ing to the descents of σ, and collapsing the picture vertically, allowing the segments to bend but
not to cross each other nor to pass through a point.

The single arcs correspond to permutations with a single descent, that is, to join irreducible
permutations of the weak order. More generally, the non-crossing arc diagram δ∨(σ) of a permu-
tation σ encodes the canonical join representation of σ in the weak order.

Theorem 44 ([Rea15]). The map δ∨ is a bijection from the permutations of [n] to the non-crossing
arc diagrams on [n]. The canonical join representation σ is precisely the set of join irreducible
permutations corresponding to the arcs of the non-crossing arc diagram δ∨(σ). In other words, the
canonical join complex of the weak order Wn is isomorphic to the non-crossing arc complex on [n].

See Figure 12 for the weak order on non-crossing arc diagrams and [Rea15] for details. The
canonical meet representation of a permutation is obtained similarly, using ascents instead of
descents to define the non-crossing arc diagram δ∧(σ).

3.1.3. Canonical representations of weak order intervals and semi-crossing arc bidiagrams. Two
arcs α∨ :=(i∨, j∨, A∨, B∨) and α∧ :=(i∧, j∧, A∧, B∧) are semi-crossing if they do not cross in their
interiors with α∨ going in the diagonal direction and α∧ in the anti-diagonal direction at the
crossing, and do not start at the same point with α∨ leaving right of α∧ at this point, and do not
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Figure 12. The weak order for n = 3 (left) and n = 4 (right), where each permutation σ is
replaced by its non-crossing arc diagram δ∨(σ).

end at the same point with α∨ arriving left of α∧ at this point. In other words, if there exists
no u < v with u ∈ (A∧ ∪ {i∧}) ∩ (B∨ ∪ {i∨}) and v ∈ (A∨ ∪ {j∨}) ∩ (B∧ ∪ {j∧}). A semi-crossing
arc bidiagram is a disjoint union δ∨ ⊔ δ∧ of two non-crossing arc diagrams δ∨ and δ∧ such that
any α∨ ∈ δ∨ and α∧ ∈ δ∧ are semi-crossing. The following statement is illustrated in Figure 13
and details can be found in [AP23].

Theorem 45 ([AP23]). The map [x, y] 7→ δ∨(σ)⊔ δ∧(σ) is a bijection from the weak order intervals
to the semi-crossing arc bidiagrams, which encodes the canonical representations of the weak order.
In other words, the canonical complex of the weak order Wn is isomorphic to the semi-crossing arc
complex on [n].

3.2. Join irreducibles of the s-weak order, s-arcs, s-shards. We first define the main characters
of this paper, generalizing the arcs of [Rea15].

Definition 46. An s-arc is a quintuple (i, j, A,B, r) where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, the sets A and B form a
partition of {k ∈ ]i, j[ | sk ̸= 0}, and r ∈ [si].

Note that the first entry i of an s-arc must satisfy si ̸= 0 (otherwise, we have no choice for r).
We represent s-arcs graphically as follows. We place n points on the vertical axis, where the point
at level i is round if si ̸= 0 and square if si = 0. The s-arc (i, j, A,B, r) is represented by a curve
wiggling around the vertical axis, starting from the point at level i and ending at the point at
level j, passing on the right of the points in A and on the left of the points in B (we do not care if
it passes on the left or right of the square points), and with an additional label r written close to it.

Remark 47. The number of s-arcs is
∑

1≤i<j≤n si 2
#{k∈]i,j[ | sk ̸=0}.

We now associate two specific s-trees to each s-arc.
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Figure 13. The canonical complex of the weak order for n = 3 (left) and n = 4 (right), in-
terpreted as the semi-crossing arc complex. The canonical join and meet complexes of the weak
order, interpreted as non-crossing arc complexes, appear in red and blue respectively. Adapted
from [AP23, Fig. 8 & 9].
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Definition 48. For J ⊆ [n], the left (resp. right) s-comb with nodes J
is the increasing tree on J , where each node j ∈ J has sj +1 outgoing
edges, which are all leaves except the leftmost (resp. rightmost). For
an s-arc α :=(i, j, A,B, r), we define T∨(α) (resp. T∧(α)) as the s-tree
obtained by attaching the right (resp. left) s-comb with nodes A∪{j}
(resp. B ∪ {j}) to the (r+ 1)-st (resp. r-th) rightmost leaf of i in the
right (resp. left) s-comb with nodes [n]∖(A∪{j}) (resp. [n]∖(B∪{j}).
See examples of T∨(α) and T∧(α) on the right for s = (2, 3, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0)
and α = (2, 7, {3}, {5}, 2).

Lemma 49. For any s-arc α :=(i, j, A,B, r), and any 1 ≤ k < ℓ ≤ n, we have

pos(T∨(α), k, ℓ) =


r if k = i and ℓ ∈ A ∪ {j}
sk if k ∈ B and ℓ ∈ A ∪ {j}
0 otherwise

,

and pos(T∧(α), k, ℓ) =


r − 1 if k = i and ℓ ∈ B ∪ {j}
0 if k ∈ A and ℓ ∈ B ∪ {j}
sk otherwise

.

Proof. Immediate from Definitions 28 and 48. □

Corollary 50. For any two s-arcs α :=(i, j, A,B, r) and α′ :=(i′, j′, A′, B′, r′), we have

(i) T∨(α) ≤ T∨(α
′) if and only if A∪{j} ⊆ A′∪{j′} and B∪{i} ⊆ B′∪{i′} and i = i′ ⇒ r ≤ r′,

(ii) T∧(α) ≤ T∧(α
′) if and only if A∪{i} ⊇ A′∪{i′} and B∪{j} ⊇ B′∪{j′} and i = i′ ⇒ r < r′,

(iii) T∨(α) ≤ T∧(α
′) if and only if there is no 1 ≤ k < ℓ ≤ n such that k ∈ (A′ ∪ {i′})∩ (B ∪ {i})

and ℓ ∈ (A ∪ {j}) ∩ (B′ ∪ {j′}) except if k = i′ and r < r′.

Proof. Straightforward from Definition 31 and Lemma 49. □
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Recall that an element of a lattice (L,≤,∧,∨) is join (resp. meet) irreducible if it covers (resp. is
covered by) a single element of L.

Proposition 51. The map T∨ (resp. T∧) is a bijection from the s-arcs to the join (resp. meet)
irreducible s-trees in the s-weak order.

Proof. Consider an s-tree T which is a join irreducible in the s-weak order. By Proposition 33,
this means that T has a unique descent (i, j). This implies that T is a right s-comb, to which we
have attach on some leaf of node i a right s-comb with top vertex j. Let r := pos(T, i, j) ∈ [si],
let A denote the set of nodes along the path from i to j (but distinct from i and j), and let B
be the complement of A in {k ∈ ]i, j[ | sk ̸= 0}. Define the s-arc α∨(T) :=(i, j, A,B, r). Then T∨
and α∨ are obviously inverse to each other. □

We now provide the geometric counterpart of the s-arcs, generalizing the shards of [Rea03] (see
also [Rea16, Sect. 9.7]).

Definition 52. The s-shard of an s-arc α :=(i, j, A,B, r) is the polyhedron Σα of Rn defined by

• the equality xi − xj = r − 1 +
∑

k∈B max(0, sk − 1),
• the inequalities xi − xa ≥ r − 1 +

∑
k∈B∩]i,a[ max(0, sk − 1) for all a ∈ A, and

• the inequalities xi − xb ≤ r − 1 +
∑

k∈B∩]i,b[ max(0, sk − 1) for all b ∈ B.

Lemma 53. For any s-arc α :=(i, j, A,B, r), the s-shard Σα is the union of the closed fibers F̄B

over all s-bushes B in which (i, j) is a hole and the rightmost path from i to the left incoming edge
at j has the nodes of A weakly on its left, and the nodes of B and r children of i strictly on its right.

Proof. We prove both inclusions.
Consider an s-bush B where (i, j) is a hole and the rightmost path from i to the left incoming

edge at j has the nodes of A weakly on its left, and the nodes of B and r children of i strictly on
its right. Consider x in the fiber FB. As in the proof of Proposition 14, we check that x must sat-
isfy the equality xi−xj = r−1+

∑
k∈B max(0, sk−1) since (i, j) is a hole of B and the inequalities

xi − xa ≥ r − 1 +
∑

k∈B∩]i,a[ max(0, sk − 1) for a ∈ A and xi − xb ≤ r − 1 +
∑

k∈B∩]i,b[ max(0, sk − 1)

for b ∈ B.
Conversely, consider x ∈ Σα and let B := B(s,x). Follow the steps of the insertion algorithm

described in Definition 4, and construct inductively the rightmost path π leaving through the
(r + 1)-st leaf of node i. Since x ∈ Σα, we obtain by induction that all nodes of A are weakly
on the left of π while all nodes of B are strictly on its right, and finally that (i, j) is a hole
of B. It follows from the description of the insertion algorithm in Definition 4 that B is an s-bush
where (i, j) is a hole and the rightmost path from i to the left incoming edge at j has the nodes
of A weakly on its left, and the nodes of B and r children of i strictly on its right. □

Corollary 54. The union of all codimension 1 closed fibers in Fs is precisely the union of the
shards Σα for all s-arcs α.

3.3. Canonical join representations in the s-weak order and non-crossing s-arc diagrams. We
now generalize Theorem 44 to the s-weak order, exploiting its semidistributivity established in
Theorem 36 and [CP22, Thms. 1.21 & 1.40].

Definition 55. Consider two s-arcs α :=(i, j, A,B, r) and α′ :=(i′, j′, A′, B′, r′). Assume without
loss of generality that j ≤ j′ (otherwise, exchange α and α′). Then α and α′ are non-crossing
if j < j′, and one of the following conditions hold

(1) j ≤ i′,
(2) i < i′ < j and i′ ∈ A and j /∈ A′ and A′ ∩ ]i, j[ ⊆ A ∩ ]i′, j′[,
(3) i < i′ < j and i′ ∈ B and j /∈ B′ and A′ ∩ ]i, j[ ⊇ A ∩ ]i′, j′[,
(4) i = i′ and r < r′ and j /∈ A′ and A′ ∩ ]i, j[ ⊆ A ∩ ]i′, j′[,
(5) i = i′ and r = r′ and sj = 0 and A′ ∩ ]i, j[ = A ∩ ]i′, j′[,
(6) i = i′ and r > r′ and j /∈ B′ and A′ ∩ ]i, j[ ⊇ A ∩ ]i′, j′[,
(7) i′ < i and i ∈ A′ and j /∈ B′ and A′ ∩ ]i, j[ ⊇ A ∩ ]i′, j′[,
(8) i′ < i and i ∈ B′ and j /∈ A′ and A′ ∩ ]i, j[ ⊆ A ∩ ]i′, j′[.
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Figure 14. The s-weak order Ws for s = (1, 2, 0) (left) and s = (2, 1, 0) (right), where each
s-tree T is replaced by its non-crossing s-arc diagram δ∨(T).

A non-crossing s-arc diagram is a set δ of pairwise non-crossing s-arcs. The non-crossing s-arc
complex is the (flag) simplicial complex of non-crossing s-arc diagrams.

Lemma 56. If α and α′ are non-crossing, then T∨(α) and T∨(α
′) are incomparable in s-weak order.

Proof. Write α :=(i, j, A,B, r) and α′ :=(i′, j′, A′, B′, r′), and assume that T∨(α) ≤ T∨(α
′). By

Corollary 50 (i), we have A ∪ {j} ⊆ A′ ∪ {j′} and B ∪ {i} ⊆ B′ ∪ {i′} and i = i′ ⇒ r ≤ r′. The
two inclusions imply in particular that i′ ≤ i < j ≤ j′. If j = j′, then α and α′ are crossing.
Otherwise, j < j′ and the first inclusion implies j ∈ A′. If i′ = i, then r ≤ r′, and since j ∈ A′,
we obtain by Condition (5) and (6) of Definition 55 that α and α′ are crossing. Otherwise, i′ < i,
and the second inclusion implies i ∈ B′, which together with j ∈ A′ implies by Condition (8) of
Definition 55 that α and α′ are crossing. □

Definition 57. For a descent (i, j) of an s-tree T, let r = pos(T, i, j) and A (resp. B) be the set of
nodes i < k < j with sk ̸= 0 and weakly on the left (resp. strictly on the right) of the path from i
to j. Define α∨(T, i, j) :=(i, j, A,B, r) and δ∨(T) := {α∨(T, i, j) | (i, j) descent of T}. Define
similarly α∧(T, i, j) for an ascent (i, j) of T, and δ∧(T) := {α∧(T, i, j) | (i, j) ascent of T}.

Remark 58. The maps δ∨ and δ∧ have both a graphical and a geometric interpretation. Namely,
the non-crossing s-arc diagram δ∨(T) (resp. δ∧(T)) of an s-tree T is obtained

• by drawing the path joining i to j in T for each descent (resp. as-
cent) (i, j) of T, perturbing all these paths so that they pass
slightly to the right (resp. left) of their intermediate nodes, and
flattening the picture horizontally, allowing the arcs to bend but
not to cross nor to pass a node, see on the right,

• as the set of all s-arcs α whose corresponding s-shard Σα sup-
ports a lower facet of the maximal cell F̄T of the s-foam corre-
sponding to T.
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Proposition 59. The maps δ∨ and δ∧ are bijections from s-trees to non-crossing s-arc diagrams.

Proof. By symmetry, we only prove it for δ∨. First, for a descent (i, j) of an s-tree T, α∨(T, i, j) is
indeed an s-arc, and it is not difficult to see that the s-arcs of δ∨(T) are non-crossing by Remark 58.
We now define the inverse map of δ∨. Consider a non-crossing s-arc diagram δ. We construct an
s-tree T∨(δ) inductively as follows:

• start with the rooted tree with just a root 1 and s1 + 1 leaves,
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• at step k ≥ 2, attach a node k with sk + 1 leaves to the rightmost leaf of the (r + 1)-st
subtree of node i where i and r are defined by:

– if there exists an s-arc (i′, k, A,B, r′) in δ, then i := i′ and r := r′ (such an arc is
necessarily unique),

– otherwise, if there exists an s-arc (i′, j, A,B, r′) in δ with k ∈ A, then

i := max {i′ | ∃ (i′, j, A,B, r′) ∈ δ with k ∈ A}
and r := max {r′ | ∃ (i, j, A,B, r′) ∈ δ with k ∈ A} ,

– otherwise i :=1 and r :=0.

Let us check that δ∨(T∨(δ)) = δ. It is clear that any arc (i, j, A,B, r) of δ will correspond to
a descent (i, j) in T∨, created at step j. Reciprocally, let (i, j) be a descent of T∨(δ). The
construction of T∨(δ) implies that there is an arc (i, j, A,B, r) in δ with pos(T∨(δ), i, j) = r. We
show by induction on k ∈ ]i, j[ and i that A (resp. B) corresponds to the nodes of T weakly on
the left (resp. strictly on the right) of the path from i to j in T∨(δ).

Suppose that k ∈ A. During the construction of T∨(δ), the node k was attached to the rightmost
leaf of the (r′ + 1)-st subtree of a node i′ with i′ > i or i′ = i and r′ ≥ r. This implies that k
is weakly on the left of the path from i to j. Indeed, this is clear if i′ = i and r′ ≥ r. Suppose
that i′ > i. Then we are in the case (7) of Definition 55 since i < i′ < k < j and k ∈ A. Thus i′ ∈ A
and we conclude by induction.

Now, suppose that k ∈ B. During the construction of T∨(δ), the node k was attached either to
the rightmost available leaf at step k, in which case it is clear that k is strictly on the right of the
path from i to j in T∨(δ), or to the rightmost leaf of the (r′ + 1)-st subtree of a node i′ such that
there is an s-arc (i′, j′, A′, B′, r′) in δ, with k ∈ A′ ∪ {j′}. In this case, assume that j < j′. Then
the only possible cases of Definition 55 are (3), which implies i′ ∈ B, (6), which implies i = i′

and r′ < r, or (7), which implies i ∈ A′. In all these cases we can conclude either directly or by
induction that k is strictly on the right of the path from i to j in T∨(δ). Similarly, if j′ < j the
only possible cases of Definition 55 are (2), (4), or (8) and we arrive to the same conclusion.

We have proven that δ∨ ◦T∨ is the identity function on the set of non-crossing s-arc diagrams.
To finish the proof of the bijection, we show that δ∨ is injective. Let T and T′ be two s-trees

and denote by j the first step where their inductive construction differs. Up to exchanging T
and T′ we can assume that the leaf of T≤j−1 where j is attached to build T is on the left of the
leaf where j is attached to build T′. In particular j is not on the rightmost path from the root
in T. If sj = 0, then j forms an ascent (i, j) in T, which gives an s-arc α∨(T, i, j) that is in δ∨(T)
but not in δ∨(T

′). Assume that sj ̸= 0. Then there is an s-arc (i, k, A,B, r) with j ∈ A that is
in δ∨(T) but not in δ∨(T

′) (we take i and k to be the smallest and greatest nodes such that j is
on the rightmost path from i to k in T). This proves that δ∨ is injective and we have the desired
bijection. □

Lemma 60. For a descent (i, j) of an s-tree T, the tree T∨(α∨(T, i, j)) is the unique minimal
element of the set {T′ ≤ T | pos(T′, i, j) = pos(T, i, j)}.

Proof. Let (i, j, A,B, r) :=α∨(T, i, j). Note that pos(T, i, a) ≥ r and pos(T, a, j) = 0 for all a ∈ A,
while pos(T, i, b) < r and pos(T, b, j) = sb for all b ∈ B. For any s-tree T′ ≤ T with pos(T′, i, j) = r,

• for a ∈ A, we have pos(T′, a, j) ≤ pos(T, a, j) = 0 < sa (because sa ̸= 0), so that we
get pos(T′, i, a) ≥ pos(T′, i, j) = r (by Lemma 29),

• for a ∈ A∪{j} and b ∈ B with b < a, we have pos(T′, i, b) ≤ pos(T, i, b) < r ≤ pos(T′, i, a),
so that pos(T′, b, a) = sb (by Lemma 29).

We conclude that pos(T′, k, ℓ) ≥ pos(T∨(α∨(T, i, j)), k, ℓ) for all 1 ≤ k < ℓ ≤ n by Lemma 49, so
that T′ ≥ T∨(α∨(T, i, j)). This concludes the proof since pos(T∨(α∨(T, i, j)), i, j) = r = pos(T, i, j)
by Definitions 48 and 57, and T ≥ T∨(α∨(T, i, j)) by setting T′ = T. □

Proposition 61. The canonical join (resp. meet) representation of an s-tree T is T =
∨

α∈δ∨(T) T∨(α)

(resp. T =
∧

α∈δ∧(T) T∧(α)). In other words, the map α∨ (resp. α∧) induces an isomorphism from

the canonical join (resp. meet) complex of the s-weak order Ws to the non-crossing s-arc complex.
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Figure 15. The canonical complex of the s-weak order Ws for s = (1, 2, 0) (left) and s = (2, 1, 0)
(right), interpreted as the semi-crossing arc complex. The canonical join and meet complexes of
the s-weak order, interpreted as non-crossing arc complexes, appear in red and blue respectively.

Proof. We only prove the result for the canonical join representation.
We first show that T =

∨
α∈δ∨(T) T∨(α). Indeed, Lemma 60 implies that T ≥ T∨(α∨(T, i, j)) for

any descent (i, j) of T, so that T ≥
∨

α∈δ∨(T) T∨(α). Moreover, as any T′ covered by T is obtained

by rotating a descent (i, j) of T, we have pos(T′, i, j) = pos(T, i, j)− 1 < pos(T∨(α∨(T, i, j)), i, j),
so that T′ ̸≥

∨
α∈δ∨(T) T∨(α).

It follows from Lemma 56 and Proposition 59 that the s-trees T∨(α) for α ∈ δ∨(T) form an
antichain in the s-weak order, thus the join representation T =

∨
α∈δ∨(T) T∨(α) is irredundant.

Consider now any join representation T =
∨

J , and assume by contradiction that there is a
descent (i, j) of T such that there is no J ∈ J with T∨(α∨(T, i, j)) ≤ J. Let T′ be the s-tree obtained
by rotating the descent (i, j) of T. For all J ∈ J , we thus obtain that pos(J, i, j) < pos(T, i, j)
by Lemma 60, so that J ≤ T′ by Proposition 32. Hence, we conclude that

∨
J ′ ≤ T′ < T, a

contradiction. □

For instance, Figure 15 contains the canonical join (red) and meet (blue) complexes of the
s-weak order for s = (1, 2, 0) and s = (2, 1, 0).

3.4. Canonical complex of the s-weak order and semi-crossing s-arc bidiagrams. We finally gen-
eralize Theorem 45 to the s-weak order. This section is not required in the sequel.

Definition 62. A semi-crossing s-arc bidiagram is a disjoint union δ∨ ⊔ δ∧ of non-crossing s-arc
diagrams such that for any α∨ :=(i∨, j∨, A∨, B∨, r∨) ∈ δ∨ and α∧ :=(i∧, j∧, A∧, B∧, r∧), there is
no 1 ≤ k < ℓ ≤ n such that k ∈ (A∧∪{i∧})∩ (B∨∪{i∨}) and ℓ ∈ (A∨∪{j∨})∩ (B∧∪{j∧}) except
if k = i∧ and r∨ < r∧. The semi-crossing s-arc complex is the (flag) simplicial complex whose
ground set contains two copies α∨ and α∧ of each s-arc α and whose simplices are all semi-crossing
s-arc bidiagrams.

Proposition 63. The map [T,T′] → δ∨(T)⊔ δ∧(T′) is a bijection from intervals of the s-weak order
to semi-crossing s-arc diagrams. The canonical representation of an interval [T,T′] in the s-weak
order is given by

∨
α∈δ∨(T) T∨(α) ⊔

∧
α∈δ∧(T′) T∧(α). In other words, the canonical complex of the

s-weak order Ws is isomorphic to the semi-crossing s-arc complex.

Proof. According to Proposition 61 and Corollary 50 (iii), this is a direct application of the ideas
of [AP23]. □

See Figure 15 for illustrations.
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4. Lattice congruences of the s-weak order

In this section, we describe the combinatorics of the congruence lattice of the s-weak order, and
we explore a few relevant families of these congruences.

4.1. Recollections 4: Lattice congruences of the weak order. We first recall the combinatorics of
lattice congruences of the weak order. We refer to [Rea16] for an enlightening survey on the topic.

4.1.1. Lattice congruences and quotients. Consider a finite lattice (L,≤,∧,∨). A congruence ≡
on L is an equivalence relation on L which respects the lattice operations, i.e. such that x ≡ x′

and y ≡ y′ implies x ∨ y ≡ x′ ∨ y′ and x ∧ y ≡ x′ ∧ y′. Equivalently, the equivalence classes are
intervals, and the maps π≡

↓ and π↑
≡ sending an element to the minimum and maximum elements

in its congruence class are order preserving. The lattice quotient L/≡ is the lattice structure on
the congruence classes of ≡, where for any two congruence classes X and Y , the order is given
by X ≤ Y if and only if x ≤ y for some representatives x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , and the join X ∨ Y
(resp. meet X ∧ Y ) is the congruence class of x ∨ y (resp. x ∧ y) for any representatives x ∈ X
and y ∈ Y . Intuitively, the quotient L/≡ is obtained by contracting the equivalence classes of ≡
in the lattice L. More precisely, we say that an element x is contracted by ≡ if it is not minimal
in its equivalence class of ≡, i.e. if x ̸= π↓(x). As each class of ≡ is an interval of L, it contains
a unique uncontracted element, and the quotient L/≡ is isomorphic to the subposet of L induced
by its uncontracted elements π↓(L).

The prototypical example of congruence of the weak order Wn is the sylvester congruence ≡sylv

[Ton97, LR98, HNT05]. Its congruence classes are the fibers of the binary tree insertion algorithm,
or equivalently the sets of linear extensions of binary trees (labeled in inorder and considered as
posets oriented from bottom to top). It can also be seen as the transitive closure of the rewriting
rule UuwV vW ≡sylv UwuV vW where u < v < w are letters and U, V,W are words on [n]. The
uncontracted permutations for ≡sylv are those avoiding the pattern 312. The quotient Wn/≡sylv

is (isomorphic to) the classical Tamari lattice [Tam51], whose elements are the binary trees on n
nodes and whose cover relations are right rotations in binary trees. See Figure 16.

4.1.2. Canonical representations in lattice quotients. If a lattice L is semidistributive, then any
lattice quotient L/≡ is also semidistributive. Moreover, via the identification between congru-
ence classes of ≡ and their minimal elements, the canonical join representations in the quo-
tient L/≡ ≃ π↓(L) are precisely the canonical join representations of L that only involve join-
irreducibles of L uncontracted by ≡. In other words, the canonical join complex of the quo-
tient L/≡ is isomorphic to the subcomplex of the canonical complex of L induced by the join-
irreducibles of L uncontracted by ≡.

Recall from Section 3.1 that the weak orderWn is semidistributive, the join-irreducible permuta-
tions correspond to arcs on [n], and the canonical join representations of permutations correspond
to non-crossing arc diagrams. This yields the following statement.
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Figure 16. The sylvester congruence ≡sylv (left), and the Tamari lattice (right). [PS19, Fig. 2]
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Theorem 64 ([Rea15, Thm. 4.1]). For any lattice congruence ≡ of the weak order Wn, the set of
join-irreducibles of Wn uncontracted by ≡ corresponds to a set of arcs A≡, and the canonical join
representations in the lattice quotient Wn/≡ correspond to non-crossing arc diagrams using only
arcs of A≡.

For instance, the uncontracted join-irreducibles of the sylvester congruence ≡sylv are given by
the set Asylv = {(i, j, ]i, j[,∅) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} of right arcs, i.e. those which pass on the right of
all dots in between their endpoints. Therefore, the sylvester congruence classes are in bijection
with non-crossing arc diagrams with arcs in Asylv, also known as non-crossing partitions.

4.1.3. The congruence lattice and the forcing relation. The congruence lattice con(L) is the set of
all congruences of L ordered by refinement. It is a lattice where the meet is the intersection of
relations and the join is the transitive closure of union of relations. Consider a join irreducible
element j of L, and let j⋆ be the unique element covered by j. We say that ≡ contracts j
if j ≡ j⋆ and we denote by con(j) the unique minimal congruence of L that contracts j. It turns
out that con(j) is join irreducible in con(L) and that all join irreducible congruences in con(L)
are of this form. Hence, any congruence of L is completely determined by the subset J≡ of join
irreducible elements of L that it contracts. For j and j′ join irreducible in L, we say that j forces j′,
and write j ≽ j′, if con(j) ≥ con(j′), that is, if any congruence contracting j also contracts j′.
The relation ≽ is a preorder (i.e. a transitive and reflexive, but not necessarily antisymmetric,
relation) on the join irreducible elements of L. Moreover, the down sets of ≽ (i.e. the subsets J
such that j ≽ j′ and j ∈ J implies j′ ∈ J) are precisely the subsets J≡ of join irreducible elements
of L which are contracted by some congruence ≡ on L. We sum up with the following statement.

Theorem 65 ([Rea16, Prop. 9.5.16]). The congruence lattice con(L) is isomorphic to the lattice of
down sets of the forcing relation ≽ (hence, it is a distributive lattice).

When ≽ is a poset (meaning antisymmetric), then there is a bijection between its join irreducible
elements and its join irreducible congruences. The lattice L is congruence uniform if and only if
it satisfies this property and the dual property (i.e. the meet irreducible elements are in bijection
with the meet irreducible congruences). As already mentioned in Section 2.1, this is equivalent to
constructibility by interval doublings, and it implies semidistributivity.

The weak order Wn is a congruence uniform lattice, and the forcing order on join-irreducible
permutations can be described visually on arcs as follows. We say that an arc α :=(i, j, A,B) is
a subarc of an arc α′ :=(i′, j′, A′, B′), if i′ ≤ i < j ≤ j′ and A ⊆ A′ and B ⊆ B′. Visually, α is
a subarc of α′ if the endpoints of α are located in between those of α′ and α agrees with α′ in
between its endpoints (meaning, α and α′ pass on the left and on the right of the same points
in between the endpoints of α). See Figure 17. Then α is a subarc of α′ if and only if the join
irreducible permutation corresponding to α forces the join irreducible permutation corresponding
to α′. We thus obtain the following description of the lattice congruences of the weak order Wn.

Theorem 66 ([Rea15, Thm. 4.4 & Coro. 4.5]). The map ≡ 7→ A≡ is a bijection between the lattice
congruences of the weak order and the down sets of the subarc poset.

For instance, we have represented in Figure 19 the upper set of the congruence lattice con(W4)
generated by the recoil congruence (these are precisely the congruences whose quotient fan is
essential, see [PS19] and Figure 25).

4.1.4. Forcing in polygonal lattices. A polygon in L is an interval [x, y] which is the union of two
maximal chains joining x to y, which are disjoint except at x and y. We call edges the order
relations appearing in the polygon. The two edges incident to x are called the bottom edges of
the polygon, the two edges incident to y are called the top edges of the polygon, and the other
edges are called the side edges of the polygon. The lattice L is polygonal if

• for any y, y′ covering the same element x, the interval [x, y ∨ y′] is a polygon, and
• for any x, x′ covered by the same element y, the interval [x ∧ x′, y] is a polygon.
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i
i ´

j ´

j

Figure 17. The subarc relation (left) and the subarc poset for n = 4 (right). The red
arc (i, j, A,B) is a subarc of the blue arc (i′, j′, A′, B′). [PS19, Fig. 5]

Figure 18. Forcing in a polygon. In each picture, the red edge forces all the blue edges.

Polygonal lattices behave particularly nicely with respect to congruence relations. To be precise,
let us define two notions of forcing on all cover relations of L (not only on the relations j⋆ ⋖ j as
before). We say that a congruence ≡ of L contracts a cover relation x⋖ y in L if x ≡ y. We say
that x ⋖ y forces x′ ⋖ y′ if any congruence contracting x ⋖ y also contracts x′ ⋖ y′. We say that
x ⋖ y forces x′ ⋖ y′ in a polygon if there is some polygon in L containing x ⋖ y and x′ ⋖ y′ such
that one of the following holds:

(1) x⋖ y is a bottom edge of the polygon and x′ ⋖ y′ is the opposite top edge,
(2) x⋖ y is a bottom edge of the polygon and x′ ⋖ y′ is a side edge,
(3) x⋖ y is a top edge of the polygon and x′ ⋖ y′ is the opposite bottom edge,
(4) x⋖ y is a top edge of the polygon and x′ ⋖ y′ is a side edge.

See Figure 18. Note that these are the only forcing relations in a polygon, and the following holds.

Theorem 67 ([Rea16, Thm. 9-6.5]). If L is a finite polygonal lattice, then the forcing relation (on
cover relations of L) is the transitive closure of the forcing in polygons relation.

It is known that the weak order Wn is polygonal [CLCdPBM04]. More generally, the polygo-
nality of posets of regions of hyperplane arrangements was studied in details in [Rea16, Sect. 9-6].

4.1.5. Special congruences of the weak order. We conclude this recollection with some particularly
relevant congruences of the weak order Wn:

(1) the recoil congruence ≡rec is defined by the down set Arec = {(i, i+ 1,∅,∅) | i ∈ [n− 1]}
of basic arcs. It has a congruence class for each subset I ⊆ [n − 1] given by the permu-
tations whose recoils (descents of the inverse) are at positions in I. It can also be seen
as the transitive closure of the rewriting rule UuvV ≡rec UvuV for |u − v| > 1. The
quotient Wn/≡rec is the boolean lattice.

(2) for an arc α :=(i, j, A,B), the α-Cambrian congruence ≡α is defined by the down set of
subarcs of α. It was introduced by N. Reading [Rea06] as a generalization of the sylvester
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Figure 19. The congruence lattice of the weak order W4, where each congruence ≡ is replaced
by its down set A≡. We have colored in green / blue / red / purple / orange the recoil / sylvester
/ anti-sylvester / Baxter / trivial (also generic rectangulation) congruence. See also Figure 25.
Adapted from [PS19, Fig. 6]
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congruence, obtained for α = (1, n, ]1, n[,∅). The α-Cambrian congruence classes are
fibers of the α-Cambrian tree insertion, or equivalently linear extensions of α-Cambrian
trees, see [LP18, CP17, PP18]. An α-Cambrian tree is a tree on [i, j] such that the
node b ∈ {i} ∪A (resp. b ∈ B ∪ {j}) has one ancestor (resp. descendant) subtree and two
descendant (resp. ancestor) subtrees, and a < b < c for any nodes a in the left descendant
(resp. ancestor) subtree of b and c in the right descendant (resp. ancestor) subtree of b. The
α-Cambrian congruence can also be seen as the transitive closure of the three rewriting
rules UuvV ≡α UvuV for u < i or v > j, UuwV vW ≡α UwuV vW for u < v < w
with v ∈ A, and UvV uwW ≡α UvV wuW for u < v < w with v ∈ B.

(3) for δ ∈ { , , , }n, the δ-permutree congruence ≡δ is defined by the down set Aδ of
arcs which do not pass on the right the points j with δj ∈ { , } nor on the left of the
points j with δj ∈ { , }. Its congruence classes correspond to δ-permutrees [PP18]. It
can also be seen as the transitive closure of the rewriting rules UuwV vW ≡δ UwuV vW
for u < v < w with δv ∈ { , } and UvV uwW ≡δ UvV wuW for u < v < w
with δv ∈ { , }.

(4) the Baxter congruence ≡Bax is defined by the down set of arcs that do not cross the vertical
axis, i.e. ABax = {(i, j, A,B) | A = ∅ or B = ∅}. Its congruence classes correspond to
diagonal rectangulations [LR12] or equivalently pairs of twin binary trees [Gir12], which
are counted by the Baxter numbers. It can also be seen as the transitive closure of the
rewriting rule UvV uxWwX ≡Bax UvV xuWwX for u < v,w < x. See also [CP24].

(5) the generic rectangulation congruence ≡Rec is defined by the down set of arcs that do not
cross twice the vertical axis, i.e. ARec={(i, j, A,B) | A and B are empty or intervals} Its
congruence classes correspond to generic rectangulations [Rea12] up to wall slides. See
also [ACFF24, CP24].

(6) for p ≥ 1, the p-twist congruence ≡p-twist is defined by the down set of arcs passing on the
left of at most p points, i.e. Ap-twist = {(i, j, A,B) | |B| ≤ p}. Its congruence classes corre-
spond to certain acyclic pipe dreams [Pil18]. It can also be seen as the transitive closure of
the rewriting rule UuwV1v1 . . . VpvpW ≡p-twist UwuV1v1 . . . VpvpW for u<v1, . . . , vp<w.

(7) a congruence ≡ of the weak order Wn is regular if the cover graph of the quotient Wn/≡
is regular (or equivalently if the quotient fan ≡≡ is simplicial and the quotientope Q≡ is
simple, see Section 5.1). It was proved in [HM21, DIR+23, BNP23] that ≡ is regular if and
only if any minimal (in subarc order) arc in the complement of the down set A≡ is either a
left arc (i, j,∅, ]i, j[) or a right arc (i, j, ]i, j[,∅). For instance, the sylvester, Cambrian, and
permutree congruences are regular, while the Baxter, generic rectangulation, and p-twist
(for p > 1) congruences are not regular.

4.2. Forcing order and subarc order. The goal of this section is to describe the forcing order on the
join irreducible elements of the s-weak order. Our approach is similar to the one developed for the
weak order in [Rea15, Thm. 4.4] and relies on the property that the s-weak order is a polygonal
lattice with well-understood polygons, described in [Lac22, Lems. 3.16 & 3.18 and Thm. 3.19]
and [CP22, Prop. 1.35].

Proposition 68 ([CP22, Prop. 1.35], from [Lac22, Lems. 3.16 & 3.18 and Thm. 3.19]). The s-weak
order is a polygonal lattice. More precisely, let T be an s-tree such that T is covered by R and S by
left rotations of the ascents (a, b) and (c, d) respectively, with a < c. Then the interval [T,R ∨ S]
is either a square, a pentagon, or an hexagon depending on the following cases:

(1) If (a, b) is an ascent of S and (c, d) is an ascent of R, then [T,R ∨ S] is a square depicted
in the first case of Figure 20.

(2) If (a, b) is an ascent of S but (c, d) is not an ascent of R, then b = c and [T,R ∨ S] is a
pentagon depicted in the second case of Figure 20.

(3) If (a, b) is not an ascent of S and (c, d) is an ascent of R, then b = c and [T,R ∨ S] is a
pentagon depicted in the third case of Figure 20.

(4) If (a, b) is not an ascent of S and (c, d) is not an ascent of R, then b = c, sb = 1, and
[T,R ∨ S] is a hexagon depicted in the fourth case of Figure 20.
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Figure 20. The four possible intervals between T and R∨S where T⋖R and T⋖S in the s-weak
order. Figure adapted from [CP22].

Lemma 69. Let α :=(i, j, A,B, r) be an s-arc and δ be a non-crossing s-arc diagram such that α ∈ δ.
Denote by T∨(α)⋆ the only s-tree covered by T∨(α), and by T∨(δ)⋆ the s-tree obtained by rotating
the descent (i, j) of T∨(δ). Then, for any congruence ≡ of the s-weak order, T∨(α)⋆ ≡ T∨(α) if
and only if T∨(δ)⋆ ≡ T∨(δ).

Proof. Assume first that T∨(α)⋆ ≡ T∨(α). Then T∨(δ) =
∨

β∈δ T∨(β) ≡
∨

β∈δ∖{α} T∨(β) ∨ T∨(α)⋆.

Let us denote T′ :=
∨

β∈δ∖{α} T∨(β) ∨ T∨(α)⋆. It is clear that T∨(α) ≰ T′ in the s-weak order.

Thus it follows from Lemma 60 (where we take T :=T∨(δ)) that pos(T′, i, j) < pos(T∨(α), i, j),
and Proposition 32 implies that T′ ≤ T∨(δ)⋆. Hence T∨(δ)⋆ is contained in the interval [T′,T∨(δ)],
and T∨(δ)⋆ ≡ T∨(δ) since congruence classes are intervals.

Assume now that T∨(δ)⋆ ≡ T∨(δ). Then we have T∨(α) = T∨(α)∧T∨(δ) ≡ T∨(α)∧T∨(δ)⋆. But
since T∨(α) ≰ T∨(δ)⋆ in the s-weak order, we have that T∨(α) ∧ T∨(δ)⋆ ≤ T∨(α)⋆. We conclude
that T∨(α) ≡ T∨(α)⋆. □

Definition 70. Consider two s-arcs α :=(i, j, A,B, r) and α′ :=(i′, j′, A′, B′, r′). We say that α is
a subarc of α′ if all the following conditions hold:

• i′ ≤ i < j ≤ j′,
• A ⊆ A′ and B ⊆ B′,
• if sj = 0 then j = j′,
• if i′ = i then r = r′,
• if i′ < i then either i ∈ A′ and r = 1, or i ∈ B′ and r = si.

Definition 71. We say that an s-arc α :=(i, j, A,B, r) is extended by an s-arc α′ :=(i′, j′, A′, B′, r′)
if one of the following conditions holds:

(1) sj ̸= 0 and α′ = (i, j + 1, A ∪ {j}, B, r),
(2) sj ̸= 0 and α′ = (i, j + 1, A,B ∪ {j}, r),
(3) r = si and α

′ = (i− 1, j, A,B ∪ {i}, r′),
(4) r = 1 and α′ = (i− 1, j, A ∪ {i}, B, r′).

It is clear that the subarc relation is the transitive closure of the extension relation. The subarc
order is illustrated in Figure 21 (note that when n = 3, the subarc and the extension orders
coincide).
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1 1
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21 1
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1 1 22

Figure 21. The subarc order on s-arcs for s = (1, 2, 0) (left) and s = (2, 1, 0) (right).

Theorem 72. The forcing order on join irreducible s-trees coincide with the subarc order on s-arcs:
if α and α′ are two s-arcs, then T∨(α) forces T∨(α

′) if and only if α is a subarc of α′.

Definition 73. Consider two s-arcs α :=(i, j, A,B, r) and α′ :=(i′, j′, A′, B′, r′). We write α→ α′ if
there are non-crossing s-arc diagrams δ and δ′ such that α ∈ δ, α′ ∈ δ′ and the edge T∨(δ)⋆⋖T∨(δ)
forces the edge T∨(δ

′)⋆ ⋖ T∨(δ
′) in a polygon of the s-weak order, where we denote by T∨(δ)⋆ the

s-tree obtained by rotating the descent (i, j) of T∨(δ) and by T∨(δ
′)⋆ the s-tree obtained by rotating

the descent (i′, j′) of T∨(δ
′).

Proof of Theorem 72. It follows from Theorem 67, Lemma 69 and Definition 73 that the forcing
order on the s-arcs is the transitive closure of the relation →.

We can assume that α and α′ are distinct.
First, we suppose that α → α′ with δ, δ′,T∨(δ)⋆,T∨(δ

′)∨ as in Definition 73 and we show that
α is a subarc of α′. By considering the polygon in which the edge T∨(δ)⋆ ⋖ T∨(δ) forces the edge
T∨(δ

′)⋆ ⋖ T∨(δ
′), Proposition 68 shows that we are in one of the following cases:

(1) T∨(δ) = R and T∨(δ
′) = R′ (cases (2) or (4) of Proposition 68), then i = i′, sj ̸= 0. The

s-tree R = T∨(δ) = T∨(δ
′)⋆ has a descent (i, j) and an ascent (i, j′) around a same gap of

the node i (so that (j, j′) is an ascent of R′ = T∨(δ
′)). This implies that r = r′. Moreover,

all the nodes i < k < j that are weakly on the left, resp. strictly on the right, of the path
from i to j in R are weakly on the left, resp. strictly on the right, of the path from i to j′

in R′, thus A ⊆ A′ and B ⊆ B′. (In this case we moreover have j ∈ A′).
(2) T∨(δ) = R and T∨(δ

′) = S′ (cases (3) or (4) of Proposition 68), then i = i′ and sj ̸= 0.
The s-tree T has an ascent (i, j) and an ascent (j, j′) around the leftmost gap of node j,
so that (i, j′) is an ascent of the s-tree S. This implies that r = r′. Moreover, all the
nodes i < k < j that are weakly on the left, resp. strictly on the right, of the path from i
to j in R are weakly on the left, resp. strictly on the right, of the path from i to j′ in S′,
thus A ⊆ A′ and B ⊆ B′. (In this case we moreover have j ∈ B′).

(3) T∨(δ) = S and T∨(δ
′) = S′ (cases (3) or (4) of Proposition 68), then j = j′. The tree S has

an ascent (i′, j) and a descent (i, j). This implies that r = si. Moreover, it follows from
the fact that (i, j) is an ascent of S′ that there are no nodes i < k < j on the path from i
to j in S. Hence, all the nodes i < k < j that are weakly on the left, resp. strictly on the
right, of the path from i to j in S are weakly on the left, resp. strictly on the right, of the
path from i′ to j in S′, thus A ⊆ A′ and B ⊆ B′. The node i is on the right of the path
from i′ to j in S′, thus i ∈ B′.

(4) T∨(δ) = S and T∨(δ
′) = R′ (cases (2) or (4) of Proposition 68), then j = j′. The s-tree

T has an ascent (i′, i) and an ascent (i, j). The fact that (i′, j) is an ascent of R implies
that r = 1 (so that j is not moved during the rotation of (i′, i) from T to R). The nodes
i < k < j that are weakly on the left, resp. strictly on the right, of the path from i to j
in S are weakly on the left, resp. strictly on the right, of the path from i′ to j in R′, thus
A ⊆ A′ and B ⊆ B′. The node i is on the path from i′ to j on R′, thus i ∈ A′.

Then, we suppose that α is extended by α′ and we show that α → α′. For each of the four
cases of Definition 71 we indicate which δ and δ′ we can use to recover the four previously studied
cases.
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(1) sj ̸= 0 and α′ = (i, j+1, A∪{j}, B, r). We take δ = {α} if r = 1 or δ = {α, (i, j + 1, A ∪ {j},
B, r− 1)} if r > 1, and δ′ = {α′}. Then we have T∨(δ) = R and T∨(δ

′) = R′ in case (2) of
Proposition 68 if sj > 1 or case (4) if sj = 1.

(2) sj ̸= 0 and α′ = (i, j + 1, A,B ∪ {j}, r). If sj > 1, we take δ = {α, (j, j + 1, ∅, ∅, sj)},
and δ′ = {α′} if r = 1 or δ′ = {α′, (i, j, A,B, r − 1)} if r > 1. Then we have T∨(δ) = R
and T∨(δ

′) = S′ in case (3) of Proposition 68. If sj = 1, we take δ = {α} and δ′ = {α′}
if r = 1 or δ = {α, (i, j + 1, A ∪ {j}, B, r − 1)} and δ′ = {α′, (i, j, A,B, r − 1)} if r > 1.
Then we have T∨(δ) = R and T∨(δ

′) = S′ in case (4) of Proposition 68.
(3) r = si and α′ = (i − 1, j, A,B ∪ {i}, r′). If A = ∅, we take δ = {α} and δ′ = {α′}

if r′ = 1, or δ = {α, (i − 1, i, ∅, ∅, r′ − 1)} and δ′ = {α′, (i − 1, i, ∅, ∅, r′ − 1)} if r′ > 1.
If A ̸= ∅, we denote by k ∈ ]i, j[ the maximum element of A and we add the s-arc
(i− 1, k, A∖ {k}, (B ∩ ]i, k[)∪ {i}, r′) to the diagrams δ previously defined. Then we have
T∨(δ) = S and T∨(δ

′) = S′ in case (3) of Proposition 68 if si > 1 or case (4) if si = 1.
(4) r = 1 and α′ = (i − 1, j, A ∪ {i}, B, r′). If A = ∅, we take δ = {α} if r′ = 1, or

δ = {α, (i − 1, i, ∅, ∅, r′ − 1)} if r′ > 1, and δ′ = {α′}. If A ̸= ∅, we denote by k ∈ ]i, j[
the maximum element of A and we add the s-arc (i − 1, k, A ∖ {k}, (B ∩ ]i, k[) ∪ {i}, r′)
to the diagram δ and we add (i, k, A ∖ {k}, B ∩ ]i, k[, si) to δ′. Then we have T∨(δ) = S
and T∨(δ

′) = R′ in case (2) of Proposition 68 if si > 1 or case (4) if si = 1. □

From Theorems 65 and 72, we immediately deduce the following statement, illustrated in Fig-
ure 22.

Corollary 74. The congruence lattice of the s-weak order Ws is isomorphic to the lattice of down
sets of the subarc order on s-arcs.

For a congruence ≡ of Ws, we denote by A≡ the corresponding down set of the subarc order on
s-arcs.

4.3. Some relevant congruences of the s-weak order. In this section, we exploit Corollary 74 to
define particularly relevant congruences, mimicking some congruences of Section 4.1.5. We present
a few conjectures that echo the situation of the similar congruences in the classical weak order.

4.3.1. The s-sylvester congruence and the s-Tamari lattice. A right s-arc is an s-arc of the
form (i, j, {k ∈ ]i, j[ | sk ̸= 0} ,∅, r) for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and r ∈ [si]. The set of right s-
arcs clearly forms a down set Asylv of the subarc order. The corresponding congruence of the
s-weak order is the s-sylvester congruence ≡sylv, and the quotient Ws/≡sylv of the s-weak order
by the s-sylvester congruence is the s-Tamari lattice. An s-tree T is minimal in its s-sylvester
congruence class if and only if pos(T, a, b) ≤ pos(T, a, c) for all 1 ≤ a < b < c ≤ n with sb ̸= 0.

When s contains no 0, and up to our convention modifications (see Remark 3), these s-trees
are called s-Tamari trees in [CP22, CP23]. We thus directly obtain that the subposet of the
s-weak order induced by the s-Tamari trees is (isomorphic to) the s-Tamari lattice Ws/≡sylv.
This immediately recovers [CP22, Thm. 2.20]. We refer to [CP22, Sect. 2.4] for the connection to
the ν-Tamari lattice of [PRV17, CPS19].

When s contains some 0, the s-trees that are minimal in their s-sylvester congruence classes
actually differ from the s-Tamari trees of [CP22], because they drop the condition sb ̸= 0. It was
proved in [CP22, Thm. 2.2] that the subposet of the s-weak order induced by the s-Tamari trees
is still a sublattice of the s-weak order, but is not anymore a lattice quotient of the s-weak order.
(We note that even when s contains no 0, it follows from the theory of lattice congruences that
this subposet is a join sublattice, but it could a priori fail to be a meet sublattice.) They still call
this sublattice the s-Tamari lattice. We insist that, in the situation that s contains some 0, our
s-Tamari lattice differs from that of [CP22, Sect. 2].

4.3.2. The s-Cambrian congruences. For any s-arc α, the α-Cambrian congruence ≡α is defined by
the down set of subarcs of α, and the quotient Ws/≡α is the α-Cambrian lattice. Note that the s-
sylvester congruence is not anymore an s-Cambrian congruence (as some right arcs are not subarcs
of the arc (1, n, {k ∈ ]1, n[ | sk ̸= 0} ,∅, 1)). Our main conjecture on s-Cambrian congruences is
the following.
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Figure 22. The congruence lattice of the s-weak order Ws for s = (1, 2, 0) (left) and s = (2, 1, 0)
(right), where each congruence ≡ is replaced by its s-arc down set A≡. See also Figures 27 and 29.

Conjecture 75. For any fixed s, the following only depend on the endpoints of α:

• the cardinality of the α-Cambrian lattice,
• the f -vector of the canonical join complex of the α-Cambrian lattice,
• the (isomorphism class of the) undirected cover graph of the α-Cambrian lattice,
• the (isomorphism class of the) face lattice of the α-Cambrian foam F≡α

or equivalently of
the α-Cambrian quotientoplex Q≡α (see Section 5 for the definitions of F≡ and Q≡).

4.3.3. The s-permutree congruences. For a map δ : {i ∈ [n] | si ̸= 0} → { , , , }, the δ-per-
mutree congruence ≡δ is defined by the down set of arcs which do not pass on the right of a point j
with δ(j) ∈ { , } nor on the left of the points j with δ(j) ∈ { , }. The δ-permutree lattice
is the quotient Ws/≡δ. For these congruences, we observed the following behavior.

Conjecture 76. For any fixed s, changing any to in δ does not affect

• the cardinality of the δ-permutree lattice,
• the f -vector of the canonical join complex of the δ-permutree lattice.

Note that in contrast to Conjecture 75, the undirected cover graph of the δ-permutree lattice and
the face lattice of the δ-permutree foam F≡δ

and of the δ-permutree quotientoplex Q≡δ
all depend

on the positions of and . For instance, for s :=(1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1), and δ :=( , , , , , )
and δ′ :=( , , , , , ), the δ- and δ′-permutree lattices both have cardinality 331, the
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f -vector of their canonical complex is (1, 20, 93, 139, 69, 9), but their undirected cover graphs are
not isomorphic.

4.3.4. Regular congruences. An interval of a lattice L is cellular if it is of the form [x,
∨
Y ] for x ∈ L

and a non-empty subset Y of elements of L covering x, or dually [
∧
X, y] for any y ∈ L and a

non-empty subset X of elements of L covered by y. We say that L is cellularly regular if the
cover graph of any cellular interval of L is regular. Note that it obviously does not imply that the
cover graph of the lattice L itself is regular. The result of [HM21, DIR+23, BNP23] on regular
congruences of the weak order motivates the following conjecture.

Conjecture 77. The following conditions are equivalent for a congruence ≡ of the s-weak order Ws:

• the quotient Ws/≡ is cellularly regular,
• any minimal (in subarc order) arc of the complement of the down set A≡ is either a left
arc (i.e. with A = ∅) or a right arc (i.e. with B = ∅).

5. Quotient foams and quotientoplexes

In this section, we construct polyhedral complexes realizing all lattice quotients of the s-weak
order Ws. Most proofs of the results of this section actually require some basic tropical geometry,
and are therefore delayed to Section 6.

5.1. Recollections 5: Quotient fans and quotientopes. As usual now, we start with a recollection of
the geometric realizations of the lattice quotients of the classical weak order [Rea05, PS19, PPR23].

5.1.1. Quotient fan. We start with polyhedral fan realizations.

Definition 78 ([Rea05, Thm. 1.1]). The quotient fan of a congruence ≡ of the weak order is the
polyhedral fan F≡ where

(i) the maximal cones are obtained by glueing together the chambers of the braid arrangement
corresponding to permutations in the same congruence class of ≡,

(ii) the union of the codimension 1 cones is the union of the shards of the arcs of A≡.

By construction, the braid fan refines the quotient fan F≡, and the dual graph of the quotient
fan F≡, oriented in the direction ω, is isomorphic to the Hasse graph of the quotient Wn/≡. For
instance, Figure 23 (left) represents the sylvester fan, the quotient fan of the sylvester congruence
of Figure 16 (left), whose dual graph is the cover graph of the Tamari lattice of Figure 16 (right).

Figure 23. The sylvester fan (left) and the associahedron Asso(4) (right). [PPR23, Fig. 5]
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Figure 24. The shard polytopes of the four arcs of the form (1, 4, A,B). The vertices of the
shard polytope of α :=(i, j, A,B) are labeled by the corresponding α-alternating matchings, where
we use solid dots • for elements in {i} ∪ A and hollow dots ◦ for elements in B ∪ {j}. The
corresponding vertex coordinates are directly read replacing • by 1 and ◦ by −1. For instance,

the vertex labeled •
··
◦

has coordinates (1, 0, 0,−1). Adapted from [PPR23, Fig. 10].

5.1.2. Shard polytopes and quotientopes. We now recall the definition and main property of the
shard polytopes of [PPR23], which are illustrated in Figure 24.

Definition 79 ([PPR23, Defs. 39 & 40]). Fix a classical arc α :=(i, j, A,B). An α-alternating
matching µ is a sequence i ≤ i1 < j1 < i2 < j2 < · · · < iq < jq ≤ j such that ip ∈ {i} ∪ A
and jp ∈ {j} ∪ B for all p ∈ [q]. Its characteristic vector is χµ :=

∑
p∈[q] eip − ejp . We denote by

Mα the set of all α-alternating matchings. The shard polytope of α is the convex hull SPα of the
characteristic vectors of all α-alternating matchings µ in Mα.

For instance, the shard polytope SPα corresponding to a right arc α :=(i, j, ]i, j[,∅) is just the
simplex △[i,j] := conv {ek | i ≤ k ≤ j} translated by the vector −ej .

Proposition 80 ([PPR23, Prop. 48]). For any arc α, the union of the walls of the normal fan of
the shard polytope SPα

• contains the shard Σα corresponding to α,
• is contained in the union of the shards Σβ over all subarcs β of α.

The shard polytopes are the building blocks to construct polytopal realizations of lattice quo-
tients of the weak order. We note that alternative realizations were constructed by V. Pilaud and
F. Santos in [PS19] using direct but slightly obscur right hand sides to define their inequalities.

Theorem 81 ([PPR23, Coro. 50]). For any congruence ≡ of the weak order, the quotient fan F≡
is the normal fan of the quotientope Q≡, obtained as the Minkowski sum of (any positive scaling
of) the shard polytopes SPα, over all arcs α in A≡.

By construction, the quotientope Q≡ is a deformed permutahedron (or generalized permuta-
hedron [Pos09, PRW08], or polymatroid [Edm70]), whose skeleton, oriented in the direction ω, is
isomorphic to the Hasse diagram of the quotient Wn/≡. For instance, Figure 23 (right) represents
the associahedron Asso(4), a quotientope for the sylvester congruence of Figure 16 (left), whose
normal fan is the sylvester fan of Figure 23 (left), and whose skeleton is the cover graph of the
Tamari lattice of Figure 16 (right). It is obtained as the Minkowski sum of the shard polytopes of
all right arcs, that is, up to translation, of the faces △[i,j] of the standard simplex corresponding
to all intervals 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

If we want to make explicit the scaling coefficients, we denote byQ≡(λ) the quotientope obtained
as the Minkowski sum

∑
α∈A≡

λα SPα for λ :=(λα)α∈A≡ with λα > 0 for all α ∈ A≡.

Remark 82. In general, the quotient fan F≡ is not simplicial, and the quotientope Q≡ is not
simple. It is the case for regular congruences, see Section 4.1.5 (5) and [HM21, DIR+23, BNP23].
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Figure 25. The congruence lattice of the weak order W4, where each congruence ≡ is replaced
by its quotientope Q≡. We have colored in green / blue / red / purple / orange the cube / asso-
ciahedron / anti-associahedron / Baxter polytope / permutahedron. See also Figure 19. Adapted
from [PS19, Fig. 9]
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Figure 26. The quotient foam ≡sylv for the s-sylvester congruence of the s-weak order of Sec-
tion 4.3.1, for s = (1, 2, 0) (left) and s = (2, 1, 0) (right).

5.2. Quotient foams. We now generalize Definition 78 to the s-weak order. For a congruence of
the s-weak orderWs, we construct a polyhedral complex F≡ coarsening the s-foam Fs, and whose
oriented dual graph is isomorphic to the Hasse diagram of the quotient Ws/≡. See Figures 26
and 27 for some illustrations. Recall from Definition 52 that we have associated to each s-arc α a
codimension 1 polyhedral cone called the s-shard Σα of α.

Definition 83. For any congruence ≡ of the s-weak orderWs, the quotient foam F≡ is the complete
polyhedral complex defined by the following equivalent descriptions:

(i) its maximal cells are obtained by glueing together the maximal cells of the s-foam corre-
sponding to s-trees in the same congruence class of ≡

(ii) the union of its codimension 1 cells is the union of the s-shards Σα of the s-arcs α in A≡.

Definition 83 requires some justifications, that we give in the following statements.

Proposition 84. For any congruence ≡ of the s-weak order Ws, the two descriptions of Defini-
tion 83 coincide.

Proof. Consider a cover relation T⋖ T′ in the s-weak order, let (i, j) denote the ascent of T and
descent of T′ corresponding to this flip, and let α :=(i, j, A,B, r) denote the corresponding s-arc
in δ∨(T

′). Consider now the s-bush B obtained by stitching (i, j) in T (or equivalently in T′), that
is, such that F̄T∩F̄T′ = FB by Proposition 22. Then F̄B is contained in the shard Σα by Lemma 53.
As T ≡ T′ if and only if α /∈ A≡, we thus obtain that T ⋖ T′ is contracted in the description of
Definition 83 (i) if and only if it is contracted in the description of Definition 83 (ii). □

Proposition 85. For any congruence ≡ of the s-weak order Ws, the quotient foam F≡ of Defini-
tion 83 is indeed a polyhedral complex.

Proof. The proof uses tropical geometry to show that the quotient foam is the polyhedral complex
induced by a certain arrangement of tropical hypersurfaces, see Theorem 106. □

Proposition 86. The Hasse diagram of the quotient Ws/≡ is isomorphic to the dual graph of the
quotient foam F≡, oriented in the direction ω.

Proof. By Definition 83 (i), the maximal cells of the quotient foam F≡ are labeled by the equiv-
alence classes of ≡. Consider now two maximal cells C and C′ corresponding to two equivalent
classes C and C′ of ≡. Then the following are equivalent:
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Figure 27. The congruence lattice of the s-weak order Ws for s = (1, 2, 0) (left) and s = (2, 1, 0)
(right), where each congruence ≡ is replaced by its quotient foam F≡. See also Figures 22 and 29.

• C⋖ C′ in the quotient Ws/≡,
• there exist two s-trees T ∈ C and T′ ∈ C′ such that T⋖ T′ in the s-weak order,
• there exist two s-trees T ∈ C and T′ ∈ C′ such that F̄T and F̄T′ are adjacent, and ω points

from F̄T to F̄T′ ,
• C and C′ are adjacent, and ω points from C to C′. □

5.3. Shardoplexes. Generalizing Definition 79, we now associate to each s-arc α a polytopal com-
plex Sα, that we call the α-shardoplex. To construct this polytopal complex, we associate a
polytope (not necessarily full-dimensional) to each s-arc and s-trunk, in such a way that the
polytopes corresponding to the same s-arc but different s-trunks glue nicely. These polytopes
are constructed as certain faces of shard polytopes of [PPR23], see Definition 79. Recall from
Remark 2 (6) our labeling of the s-trunks by Λs, and from Example 16 the geometric description
of the corresponding minimal cells of the s-foam Fs.

Definition 87. Fix an s-arc α :=(i, j, A,B, r), let α̃ :=(i, j, A,B) denote the corresponding classical
arc, and let q ∈ Λs. The local shard polytope Sqα is the face of the shard polytope SPα̃ maximizing
the scalar product with the vector

∑
ℓ∈]i,j]

(
qi − qℓ + r − 1 +

∑
k∈B∩]i,ℓ[ max(0, sk − 1)

)
eℓ.
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Figure 28. Some quotientoplexes of the (2, 1, 0)-weak order, obtained as Minkowski sums of
shardoplexes.

Remark 88. In Definition 87, note that α̃ :=(i, j, A,B) is strictly speaking not really an arc
since A ⊔ B = {k ∈ ]i, j[ | sk ̸= 0} may differ from ]i, j[ if s contains some 0. However, Defi-
nition 79 for the shard polytope SPα̃ still holds, and was already considered in [PPR23, Rem. 43]
as “pseudoshard polytope”.

Proposition 89. For any s-arc α, the collection of all local shard polytopes Sqα for q ∈ Λs, together
with all their faces, form a polyhedral complex Sα that we call the shardoplex of α.

Proof. The union of the sets of faces of the local shard polytopes Sqα for q ∈ Λs is a set of faces
of the shard polytope SPα̃ that contains SPα̃ itself. Indeed, we can take for example q ∈ Λs

such that qℓ = 1 for all ℓ ∈ [i] ∪ ]j, n] and qℓ = r +
∑

k∈B∩]i,ℓ[ max(0, sk − 1) for all ℓ ∈ ]i, j]

to have Sqα = SPα̃. Hence the collection of local shard polytopes with their faces indeed form a
polytopal complex. □

Generalizing Proposition 80, the main feature of the α-shardoplex Sα is that the union of the
walls of its dual polyhedral complex contains the s-shard Σα and is contained in the union of the
s-shards Σβ over all subarcs β of the s-arc α. This property is properly stated in Proposition 105
in terms of tropical geometry.

5.4. Quotientoplexes. We now generalize Theorem 81 to the s-weak order. For a congruence ≡ of
the s-weak order, we define a polytopal complex Q≡ using Minkowski sums of the α-shardoplexes
of Proposition 89, such that the oriented graph of Q≡ is isomorphic to the Hasse diagram of the
quotient Ws/≡. See Figures 29 to 33 for some illustrations. We first need to explain what we
mean by Minkowski sums here, even if it will be clear from Section 6.

Lemma 90. Let S :=(Sq)q∈Λs and T :=(Tq)q∈Λs be such that for any p ̸= q ∈ Λs, there is µ, ν ∈ R
such that ⟨ q − p | s ⟩ − µ (resp. ⟨ q − p | t ⟩ − ν) is non-negative for all s ∈ Sp (resp. t ∈ Tp) and
non-positive for all s ∈ Sq (resp. t ∈ Tq). If S and T, together with all their faces, form two
polytopal complexes, then so does their Minkowski sum S+T :=(Sq +Tq)q∈Λs .

Proof. Let X and Y be two faces of S + T whose intersection is non-empty. Let p, q ∈ Λs

be such that X (resp. Y) is a face of Sp + Tp (resp. of Sq + Tq). Let µ, ν ∈ R be as in the
statement. Then ⟨ q − p | s+ t ⟩− (µ+ν) is non-negative for any s+t ∈ Sp+Tp and non-positive
for s+ t ∈ Sq +Tq. Hence, this dot product must vanish on the intersection X∩Y. We conclude
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that the intersection X ∩Y lies in the face of X, hence of Sp +Tp (resp. of Y, hence of Sq +Tq)
maximizing the direction q−p (resp. p−q). By standard properties of Minkowski sums, the latter
is the Minkowski sum of the faces of Sp and Tp (resp. of Sq and Tq) maximizing the direction q−p
(resp. p − q). Since S (resp. T) form polytopal complexes, these faces of Sp and Sq (resp. of Tp

and Tq) intersect along a face F (resp. G) of both. We conclude that X ∩Y = F+G is a face of
both X and Y. □

As the shardoplexes clearly satisfy the conditions of Lemma 90, we can apply Lemma 90 to
define Minkowski sums of shardoplexes. Note that we will see in Theorem 107 an alternative and
more direct definition for the quotientoplex Q≡ in terms of tropical geometry.

Definition 91. For a congruence ≡ of the s-weak orderWs, the quotientoplex Q≡ is the Minkowski
sum of (any positive scaling of) the shardoplexes Sα over all s-arcs α in A≡.

If we want to make explicit the scaling coefficients, we denote by Q≡(λ) the quotientoplex
obtained as the Minkowski sum

∑
α∈A≡

λα Sα for λ :=(λα)α∈A≡ with λα > 0.
We now state a generalization of Theorem 81. A more refined version will be stated in Theo-

rem 106 and Theorem 107 using tropical geometry.

Proposition 92. There is an inclusion reversing bijection ψ from the faces of the quotient foam F≡
to the faces of the quotientoplex Q≡ such that F and ψ(F) are orthogonal.

Proof. See Remark 108. □

Proposition 93. For any congruence ≡ of the s-weak order Ws, the Hasse diagram of the quo-
tient Ws/≡ is isomorphic to the skeleton of the quotientoplex Q≡.

Proof. This follows from Propositions 86 and 92. □

Proposition 94. For an s-arc α ≡ (i, j, A,B, r), denote by α̃ ≡ (i, j, A,B) the corresponding
classical arc. For a congruence ≡ of the s-weak order Ws, denote by ≡̃ the corresponding congru-
ence of the weak order Wn, with down set of arcs A≡̃ := {α̃ | α ∈ A≡}. Consider λ :=(λα)α∈A≡

with λα > 0, and let λ̃ :=(λ̃α̃)α̃∈A≡̃ with λ̃α̃ =
∑

α λα where the sum ranges over all s-arcs α
which project to α̃. Then the quotientoplex Q≡(λ) is a polytopal subdivision of (a translate of) the

quotientope Q≡̃(λ̃).

Proof. For each s-arc α, the support of the α-shardoplex Sα is (a translate of) the shard poly-
tope SPα̃. Hence, the support of the Minkowski sum Q≡(λ) :=

∑
α∈A≡

λαSα is (a translate of)

the Minkowski sum
∑

α∈A≡
λα SPα̃ =

∑
α̃∈A≡̃

(∑
α λα

)
SPα̃ =

∑
α̃∈A≡̃

λ̃α̃ SPα̃ =: Q≡̃(λ̃). □

Remark 95. In Proposition 94, note that ≡̃ is strictly speaking not really a congruence of the weak
order, for the same reason as Remark 88. However, the definition of Q≡̃(λ̃) as a Minkowski sum

of pseudoshard polytopes
∑

α̃ λ̃α̃ SPα̃ is still valid.

Applying Propositions 93 and 94 to the trivial congruence (where each congruence class contains
a single s-tree), we obtain the following statement, answering a question of C. Ceballos and
V. Pons [CP22, CP23]. We note that this question was partially solved in [DMP+23] in the case
when s contains no 0 entry, with a very different method based on a combination of flow polytopes,
tropical geometry, and Cayley embedding.

Corollary 96. For any s, the Hasse diagram of the s-weak order Ws is isomorphic to the ori-
ented skeleton of a polytopal subdivision of a polytope combinatorially equivalent to the zono-
tope Zono(s) :=

∑
1≤i<j≤n si conv{ei, ej}.

Proof. By Propositions 93 and 94, the Hasse diagram of the s-weak order Ws is isomorphic to
a polyhedral subdivision of Q≡̃(λ̃), where ≡̃ is the projection of the trivial congruence ≡ of the

s-weak order. The normal fan of Q≡̃(λ̃) is the arrangement of the hyperplanes {x ∈ Rn | xi = xj}
for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n such that there exists an s-arc of the form (i, j, A,B, r), that is, such

that si ̸= 0. We conclude that Q≡̃(λ̃) and Zono(s) are normally equivalent, hence combinatorially
equivalent. □
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Remark 97. In fact, the Minkowski sum of the shardoplexes Sα for all s-arcs α, with coeffi-
cients λα = 1 is a polytopal subdivision of the zonotope∑

1≤i<j≤n

1si ̸=0

( ∑
1≤g≤i

sg 2
#{h∈]g,i[ | sh ̸=0}

)(
1 + 1sj ̸=0

∑
j<ℓ≤n

2#{k∈]j,ℓ[ | sk ̸=0}
)
conv{0, ei − ej}.

For instance, when s = (1, . . . , 1), this zonotope∑
1≤i<j≤n

2n−j+i−1 conv{0, ei − ej}

is the sum of all the shard polytopes illustrated in [PPR23, Fig. 14].

Figure 29 illustrates the quotientoplexes of all congruences of the (1, 2, 0)- and (2, 1, 0)-weak
orders. In Figures 30 to 33, we have represented the quotientoplexes for the trivial and the sylvester
congruences of some s-weak orders.

Remark 98. Consider s ∈ {0, 1}n, and define the directed graph Ds with vertices [n] and arcs
{(i, j) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and si ̸= 0}. As Tj ≤ 2 for all j ∈ [n], we have

∏
j∈[n] max(1, Tj−1 − 1) = 1,

hence a single s-trunk. Consequently

• the s-weak order is the acyclic reorientation lattice of Ds studied in [Pil21] (one can check
that Ds is indeed a vertebrate and skeletal acyclic directed graph as defined in [Pil21]),

• the s-arcs correspond to the ropes of Ds, the non-crossing s-arc diagrams correspond to
the non-crossing rope diagrams of Ds, and the subarc order coincide with the subrope
order of Ds (see [Pil21] for the definitions),

• the s-foam is the graphical arrangement of Ds, and the s-permutahedron is a graphical
zonotope ofDs (a Minkowski sum of positive dilates of the segments [ei, ej ] for all arcs (i, j)
of Ds, where the dilation factors are directly obtained from Remark 97).

6. Tropical geometry

In this section, we prove the results of Section 5 via tropical geometry.

6.1. Recollection 6: Polytopal subdivisions and tropical duality. Tropical geometry offers a con-
venient setting to dualize regular polyhedral subdivisions, in a sense that we define below. This
section is based on the work of Joswig in [Jos21, Chap. 1] and [Jos17] (except that we define the
tropical addition with max rather than min).

The tropical semiring is the set T :=R∪{∞} equipped with the tropical addition x⊕y := max(x, y)
and the tropical multiplication x ⊙ y :=x + y. A tropical polynomial on d variables is any func-
tion F : Rd → R of the form

F (x) =
⊕
i∈[n]

ci ⊙ xai = max {ci + ⟨ai,x⟩ | i ∈ [n]} ,

where n ∈ N and for all i ∈ [n], ci ∈ T and ai ∈ Zd. This is a convex piecewise affine function.
Note that F is not uniquely determined by the exponents ai and the coefficients ci.

The tropical hypersurface defined by F , or vanishing locus of F , is the set

T (F ) :=
{
x ∈ Rd | the maximum of F (x) is attained at least twice

}
.

It is the image codimension-2-skeleton of the dome

D(F ) :=
{
(x, y) ∈ Rd+1 | x ∈ Rd, y ∈ R, y ≥ F (x)

}
under the orthogonal projection that omits the last coordinate [Jos21, Coro. 1.6].

The cells of T (F ) are the projections of the faces of D(F ) (here we include the regions of Rd

delimited by T (F ) as its d-dimensional cells. In fact we are considering the normal complexNC(F )
defined in [Jos21, after Exm. 1.7]).

Note that the cells of T (F ) are invariant under multiplying all ci and ai by a same scalar λ ∈ R.
Let A = {a1, . . . ,an} be a point configuration in Rd with integer coordinates vertices, and

ℓ : [n] → R a lifting function. Such a point configuration together with its lifting function ℓ define:
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Figure 29. The congruence lattice of the s-weak order Ws for s = (1, 2, 0) (left) and s = (2, 1, 0)
(right), where each congruence ≡ is replaced by its quotientoplex Q≡. See also Figures 22 and 27.

<latexit sha1_base64="hP/0FsdPzydQiirvSvHWAoZDjBU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qnPgfsXM9GBtDXko4knxwkrXpv4=">AABKqnic7Rtpc9vGdZP0SNUjdvqxM52dajSxZ0iG4GXSHraaJm4bTxo5sZykpTgaEIRIjECABUDLMsuZ/oX+vP6D9h/0Y997WJDEtTgExW5rUhKB3bfvPnYfocnSNFyv2fzHO+++973v/+CH7//o4Mc/+enPPrhz98OvXXvlaPpzzTZt59uJ6uqmYenPPcMz9W+Xjq4uJqb+zeTyE5z/5oXuuIZtnXrXS328UGeWcWFoqgdD53c7fz+b6DPDWnvG5auloXkrR98cHXA+ejlc36s3G+1er6V0tUWNw82D/qDb7WiL+5sagFwDRLPRancH3aYA6A6avUE7AHhFAINmU1EGAkDp9doDJQBwNdXUh0qjiS8cmKja5ccN17uG4TXwfc29uWHVuL1UNcO7HgIFWqhPZ/oWjrQwnJgrvYbg2mWNT3XNdkjE4XqhOpeGNXNrHK+GqseXtmvgHAd0/Mrw5nx9pjqOfbX+9QZexNlqubQdL0JjuXKWJlAJONMuCfhC1fQd6IVhmkNHn9bwYsc5QcJCT3+5Bd2MD47wfcRP54bLT43LP9eFEfiV6vKlY09Xmu7z+Eyd6QsVLoQ9+aDRxaU06c11rtmLhWpNH/LGOVrzvD09Nyz4y2GQL1VHXegeLH2Ii14Y+hUf8lG901dqvN3qgHX6SneMc6o1M3WYVDpgGRwgM+EA3qDqz0kdMIJKx0HSQGxUyA4jTZ9VX/wYnPoShB/y36mmqx/gwCePP/8cqNGlbTtTw1I9ndsXJCYiMTSd5Dg403bz9+pKo42vGtAbdFooWb3T6A/gfZ+D3aUAj8K4msIp+fYijEoy/yiTK7EmlalgPpOnEKL06TQ89Vaj3+p3gLTS6LVbg0EEUXw+VTa46ve7vVYElQwgHVen8UDpNLupiooDpErYbfS6vX4UlWQ+G1M9RVlxgBwS1tPUFYd4hA5PP/xTR72CnEbB6HLDosDA5EkxMYXZEU7VINN5qubnQZET9U0NAcdyF6/XM6MlJxWZ+98qlTRh8mk2yDIx5Vr2VB/5iWycmVQ4vtabBPyIk7KmS1ixVozofpzhcyiMJBEkT4d1IYv/8Hw8emBeu9agHKBUYbalySAH21meksF2GlsZ0mRqI1MsaeLKp6+EdJDDEJmUMz1px5o8tVw4tuXlyS2JaSWvc2aHe46slZGPb8y/vFxno8+fDxMrZnX6TyzuBdCXCJdKCMhrdxEDlIjnghIUD9uiIiTHfUa1q0CG6sIsrcgVrdj7Z4N43oqVbVkeCap2rmK/VUv6KklI5liUEAd5GEzw7lzL4h6Vh8e4lxRaVS/JY3yd7xfbU2TrBqfIkrv0WzvVgCP04PUALSpMGznfSgCyT6Wlz8oJZMMips/f2lm50pNpJ3BYpdFROi2i2ld63YCr9PlUTM3dkn2m0uejmLpx87QbrV53i0oCkI0rrPX0+VRM9Wajg94cVZUEIB1XiltJAHLgisS0DKLqk3f2aVUeyHnJSOLyVqlEhJF7Yl4ykiBMoZJ/T7UlIomECkWRxW6YTKIzVi9NUjDepCUicwlJgZfppdCy2CakUP/lxif+HEf7m7TFpE0FSYUp2M1IYSwrqcjjNJVvWbavpA2TrRpZ8SrIevZRpqi/ZOjnNjo538Exs5zgpWnc0oE/W1HyrUoFXSPpFjsH/vJR/WZ0vbKNLN1a5yCQtf+oDH/x7JSPQEZ6q8BJM3N4wU12wZZOvgZBZc2PXF/85NoclSNWaFWxbpDE1/Osintwnt1bglvmWlZIjdJaHe8hPXv+9OnJV6efffF7/uXzk9PPHn9xevL0ceGeUpXfIlf33XaV/SRZO7Xg8xKVdZMkbdfX9bzE205S2vz/bSdJPGqW0kwSs7mbLTm+Xs1GWbhLVJTLPH2UKM6b93+iGCto9mSjLNHZKc3nG9vGKVSZJc2fko/RlHrM5bYfwynbwcktVsrzC6+pf5Nf2ynPFby27k1+P0j7vr987yZaHCLtGzFd6Jmx9McmymDLLDO5vuovkBVv9kRXcWR5TsUJ2AqnhDiurEiV7l8L4srR3ykuZDH1Fw77BClv3qNJQla+IbOHrYruSyK619JqkYb0rT0vklBIq+6zSHy78kd13nZZ0Ld0axr676PzO4eCRJPHL8Q/CzUPmXg9te8e/I2dsSmzmcZWbMF0ZjEPrk2mMhfeI6awJlvC2JitYcyBK4PmdbZhB7B2BVA6QKgwegl/Z3A3EqMW3CNOl1ZrQMWEXwdWcnYEa2yAc+AaqXGaXxFmHE3DvSacyNs1fE4ErgWMemwOo1nrAsi861AWj12wPslggExLGkHpNIFlRVpBzvmeVB5gWMIYXk9h3oFrjVYGeua0xiXZUbcqzf+TIHEU7zUBu2L/kkqHHFyyV1Kr6Owl0XfIMiZJdEEWQXqeZO0Of539Ba5xhcwD9uHbIP2SLB+mEECY8Dkh6R2w6XqL3WU10pxOnuGQpQy4sqQzDbKpA5jRVjMB64KNfWv49wjhwIoruEeekCsLZq8I44JwWEBhDeMG3c2IYxtwbCgqxjT3QoytaT16rwlXc5DHBl2v2SFAbuiNfsL3cHGygAHXSHdK/oKY5LzsNB/wcAAreQKXwYw/O4HxGWlkZ5klRbJH3upjRG98Ab+m8FiXfNgiH+RsCL+tbTbYx34quOIk7/6MLjhPo+nD4mdgBZTiEubQpiZJ43sszplk4xllLB08F6W+gBGb7v0xQ+gTOTkEfg/B/9ag+32ujmndinjbX7MG/mZwf0z+ckz+dCxsuCZM/mcLPo8Ez2GObcomAb9pVsRYMSiqkerpnk3boNmdZY/IK+akWW+rYx/PbsYUluJA50LkFN+KrsCBcb9gD0n2ZNproDoiyiOgPabrFn226H68nR8LDncz+Ea9KBBZLXG1yemXLmU+5DgcMeneG81XfO/tz+10NQR4E/62yGdrpBsustVQeLKfHXajynZ0SVkiyNR+HMyJwnCbldHSNcrfc6oA00xI1PpM8LariEOQ0RQZtCZsa9Ddhu4NsqwVouTzhnL48aULPDbFDPoc6nEjMIQ1NSX/UCHfDkO6lmkyDsUJwqf8MWTeJeVUjazj0ppzdkJ54zekT58fX25L1FCPRk72ZNhsR6JwKEkyF8FO46Mb8nEuNFaUfhhySFiSYKMeG70fUXYZR0bPCD9aZEpRoBKlEcSLS95wQTTrws/HsOIe+AF61H3yR49GNMq6O4+e0E7FEjhnYuQl6M8iWuiDHPKXH2v32aNSXEV5ckry5NKMz5NOu9NknoL8oFKk+BmIEza+zeE80Ztl1cTfB2xSo+Bsu25EcTWh+BpSXt3dx6sqWm23w1Zgl9mEPL0WuvVzw5rkmQJ1n4eN0GbYur69/wr4EKoRyjv3SeJNTFvVcp+fcy3GuVOa8ynt/66AU5/Wvm7q8A7oJWHw80B6RO72L2lVJ76DkdV9f783F7X3Ge1Jp4mVP/DHN7V21ln3bfUsWD2PEj34v7l+7ihGK+c+L/lq5s3rNu5t5+Q/vv38fegZne790ynucxvg0RpZNxk+kOEK7pIoHVKUFcF6uHcK/K73BM1I9dVKVt9wTv7fqLq9WNWV1VbtNdTWdgWVtSzfR+x2qutOL8Vr6xn7lOmiO4kr/ii6dyeiz+afwB3SlSuqK/Z4kJNn254fD80dnN85VKId0vjF162G0msoX7YOj38ruqfvs1+wX4H8CnvAjtkf2FP2nGmdf3d/2f2oe+9J7clXT/70ZOSDvvuOWPNzFno9mf4HnUZuLQ==</latexit>

Figure 30. The (1, 1, 2, 1)-permutahedron and the (1, 1, 2, 1)-associahedron.



44 EVA PHILIPPE AND VINCENT PILAUD

<latexit sha1_base64="cE11f7ITcEWh359DJNZUGSo5VVA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3qnX266/JhClB+t+ur2X1VsVNqg=">AABxLnic7RzbbuPGlUlvqXvLtuhTX4gaRncBiRF1s7QLtUaTbRsgjTdZbxJUFgyKomXCupWk1+tVBPRb+to+9GsK9KHoa/oXPXM4EsXL3EhK3hSR1ity5sy5z5kzF3K4mLh+UKv96623v/Xt73z3e+98/+AHP/zRj3/y7oOffubPbzzbeWHPJ3Pvi6HlOxN35rwI3GDifLHwHGs6nDifD6/fJ/Wfv3Q8353PzoK7hTOYWuOZe+naVgBFFw/6Pz8fOmN3tgzc69cL1w5uPGd1dKDr/Ve95cNqzWi023WzZU8rOtwcd7qtVtOePlpVAOQOIGpGvdHqtmoUoNWttbuNNcBrBOjWaqbZpQBmu93ommsA37YmTs80auRDCoaWff2e4Qd3ULwEvu/04MqdVfT5wrLd4K4HFLChMxo7GzjUQm84uXEqBNy+rugjx557KGJvObW8a3c29is6uepZgb6Y+y6p0wGdfusGV/ry3PK8+e3y1yv4IGc3i8XcCxI0FjfeYgJU1pzZ1wh8adlOBHrpTiY9zxlVyEXEOUJCw8B5tQFdDQ6OyPdIP7tyff3Mvf5TlRpBv7V8feHNRze2E/L43Bo7UwsuqD31rtEiTbEyuHJ0ez6dWrPRY924INa8aIwu3Bn8r0OhvrA8a+oE0PQxafTSdW71nt6vNjtmRW/Um2CdjtkakDprNp44UGk2wTKkAM1ECsgNUf0FqgNKiNJJIWogVUplh5JayGoofgrOegXC9/TfWRPfOSAF7z/96COghpfzuTdyZ1bg6PNLFJMgcW0H5Tg4t6P6h9W60YbPMchSNxqt41q9ApQ7ZrtVe6SD3bkAT5i4GsbxsUk0VAsdNYUrBcDGBd2hWScqZ+FKASRw0WKUoFPvNBsJVJx6FqbkRQJRqprJkWk0zWbdTCidU5/Uk2k0yAfV0Dw2m7Wk/TgAbFwNo97tdhpsXCkANi7T6HRabXAb02g3oFUKVwpAqPVq0+h04ctS+6Ze7AlEknZrzRUPQMJD48i4EBJ9pxpXGA/iCenY+E//wLNuIXZj0PF1d4YBgAwS2PdHUNsnVRWI6IFlh/Gexn5nVSGAA0H3q1aFYUGWDM97E2SyevkOpMm0lCQdnqOWSIbveQlCUr6yHh9S7jKbj5x+OAQNhGFXJ5/l6olks4jldbsUX4QXHCd95IZkB328Hwj6MlECL8jG69PDQqw+Heyzq2PGtu9sSABQGzG2uYFRie1stkRdavd8MdTJHV2KMMZNYWQo8xMXHmvcoF0KaXkvZXSDiHf+CHHpzWeBzBAxkNE4P9GToFDE6KoU1C0jRaFAh1HEr97hSiEgSJYUCAgibGYWXBi9IDMuj/3MtLS4/wgyaKUuwMi+SqTA6Mal+Sgj5eL7aGbCkUyGosjIS2vSgVAqG0oHfXYzXn+UaJX2UhlSad/jyMVzKKlm6VAs1SztXCr6iDxGSffp/FXO0tUUk6EbblZx6uqrOM0Ney2j3Wp3Wqm5KA8iORdtbmmm3qy3myh2s9ltprGlIdjYNr5Eyjr1ZieFLQ1R9jx5h3P4N3OdopZhqpj6eQBsfbUMs9NqtlKewYMQ66trHHePu22mvtb1EjIeG41mp3nMlnENIOOvMWRcCDa2qN/FvIILUfq6Drcz4ogs6NrlrVEIev0uJMo0V/7FnY23lkiG734JQlIOo7C4w9UlZ5Tj8lxwdSejR8cTu4ywJjMxlk8dsw3OWhQQ0i24fFdo8Ykbv6W0psAbwzL5meMnJsy+ocY/kz1uJE+gFgvAYE/BrbM7xo7Xe/IIJjdVFFuOH/d2Plksk0BmRpNrRUbefRQpMPxPlOCVQEKQrOUyQ2yoLo8Aa3RSHaNV1x24nUVqoM4IoEWnsXm3fe55js71RynZMoKikmwb51RjMpVhSTpKSpWJ9YdGkVMkkS5Yx0jSEDudZe5sxaD4GZddrbNEsHEb8CBk5q1lrChFsHEb8CB2eLqBtW9X0iyYa5NdE1LJ0MqZNXIGFaXZH99fpPZN+SGJqXqpHekSaIs9UJRzK81TxKhZ7OWdyextHiLPuNw8pJBxVUmIXTMrGr4pUzahqgQDjtKsUBxA86pK3GEUY2f+XcQMfyg/Ay0hm1fZtuTbUDF3VZvkZNiTkfM2i+S8ZZ52LiFH3c3uUdGz02WeLs6aDTEOUAsz3VL3xyIRmgbZ/24lfYIDsK9ZUL4Z2u4zcNYom+nvqps2uZazc2135cnnyjqSKzxjIJt/8/xY6lyj/Nkxtdw7z7aP0nnJ3JxJZHUirYpIF1ydLY37nEdZRfLvZMqw82Oee5gw7O8g5h72Fe79sGreqYjQk/hje75dBenuXw6FnchQ8v6ReHDaxwxdcTjPPyUseEJUbQdE5WBpzmObXB8sf5eG5yw7nVpzpvKJuWfrTZl7lvkEcOGndvl7h3t/vnKXZ1qzYFk7N2mIfe0qZS8A8ADK3qHa9zOuAq0XOdHHWsMs/Sgki1CGsco+OciIe7Jz0EJLBMyTdiwUwgfZss/qSezCsFKtIg/RCa1Z8LFF8XZisfO9pakut2uIJPyaPje5hy0ZoRD8EUFpQ4YxWVQcJvaTfHMVo3ZGSo2a0tGq3Js/xc+Gqx054zlB0c2mKAF//uLZs9NPzz78+Pf6Jy9Ozz58+vHZ6bOn5TyApXLAZR9JVxnJ5U5f65K9s5SqZm7gvEkv0ylzi6rMbSXe8cNvHrpinc+l7zZjzDVobUYeLhy/2BMLNlJWci/xPLs6UpmnmhJYRcev8+DkO8g9PBaldoDhXh+LYqwh53q9jMC2wm27bKyF3kQgI5bEy2UYa8kqh4OEWxuZvBd44EjM3E62HLOfN8q/hVz0hUOijVphOE9M4mi16tkw5mxHCZ/EDkxO/thPTWUiVPfmDHQFjJwDm8IQqIhOwhaykVNG0gLxMj9jmRkfC1eOTsnDVmA/UgGdICMV6k39MTI+c/f+zJjaxD/n7mCxt7MobXvu4W01Ofcvc25E8nzwXp8WO3dmo9gbsC/ePaRka3r6gr6wunao0c+z+YODv2jn2kiba7Z2o001R5tpAVxPNEvz4dvXTK2mLaBsoC2hzIMrF+sdbaUdQNsbgHIAwoLSa/h/DHd9WjqDe4LTx9Y2UJnAnwctde0I2swBzoNrQk3H+hvETEpZuJeIk/B2B79DimsKpYF2BaWidmtI2XZElkC71DoogwsyLbCESGdTLDeoFcK5viVVABgWUEauR1DvwbWNLdd61rGNj7IT3VpY/xVCklJyb1PYG+2/XOkIB9faa65VHO0V0vfQMhOU6BItQugFnLYR/qr2Z7gmLXgesA3fAOkXaPk4hTXEBH6HKL0HNl1usPtaBTXnoGd4aCkXrmbcGgNt6gFmYqsxhfXBxqE1wnsC4UGLW7gnPBGuZlB7ixiniGMGFJZQ7uLdGDmeA44V9ooB1r2kZUtsT7x3AldXIM8cdL3UDgFyhV/iJ/oWLh0t4MI1oTtCfyGY+LxEml/zcAAt9Qwu1zVh7RDKx6iRyDIL7MkBemuIkXjjS/ibUI/10Ydn6IO61oO/+iYabGM/o1zpKO92jUM5Z9EMYcnv2gpEimuoIzadoDShx5K6Cdp4jBHLAc8lUl9CyRzvwzKX6pNwcgj8HoL/LUH321ydYLsb5G27zRL4G8P9CfrLCfrTCbXhEjGFv3X4PaI8xzmeYzRZ88uyIukrLvZqQvVsy6YN0Gxk2SP0iivUbLDRcYgnqplQS+lA55LGlNCKPsVB+v1Ue4yyZ9NeAtU+Uu4D7QFe1/G3jveDTf2AchjVkC/Riwk9q06vVpJ+6WPkIxzHewzbe5PxSt/6hnWRrnoAP4H/6+izFdSNTqNVj3pyGB2iUnNTusAosY7UYT+4Qgq9TVQmlq5g/L7CEWAkhCRaH1PeohGxBzJOaAStUNu6eLfCexctO4tRCnkjcoT9y6F45thniM8RPa4ohrimRugfFsTbXkzXPE2moXSECCm/B5F3gTHVRuv42OZCO8W48RvUZ8hPKPeMjqEBlpxuybDalCThiCTZXKwzjV8V5OOCakyVfhyyh1iyYJMem7zvY3QZJErPET+xyAh7gYWU+tBffPSGS6RZpX4+gBYPwQ+IRz1CfwywxMaoG3n0EDOVGcU5piWvQH8zpEV8UIf4Ffa1R9qTXFwlefJy8uRjTciTg9lpNk/r+GBhTwkjkI7Y9E0M1zO9mTeahHnAitkLzjft+tivhti/ehhXo/v0qEqsFmXYJmSZNYjTS6rbMDYsUZ4RUA95WFFtxq0b2vtLwEegjFjceYQSr1LaKpd7ec7tFOdebs5HmP/dAqchrW3dVOG7ppeFIYwD7B4Z5S+sUSedwfDG/TDfu6Jj73PMSUeZI//aH9/UsbOqtb4ZPRVHz6NMD/46j58RxeTIuc2L3JhZfNwmue0V+k9ovzAPPcfZfTg7JXmuAR5to3Wz4dcy3MJdFqVD7GUqWA+3ZoH7zglqidHXzjn6xmPy/8eo206Nuryx1b6HsbVRwsial+8jbTeja6QX9bH1XPtAc+jqJGnxR7p6d0rX2cIZuIe68unoStZ4CCfPN2t+eqzu4OLdQzO5Qpq++KxumG3D/KR+ePJbunr6jvYL7Zcgv6kdayfaH7Rn2gvN7n/Z/2v/b/2/L/6x+Ofi34v/hKBvv0Xb/EyLfRZf/Q/mFpSV</latexit>

Figure 31. The (2, 1, 0, 1)-permutahedron and the (2, 1, 0, 1)-associahedron.
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Figure 32. The (1, 4, 3, 2)-permutahedron and the (1, 4, 3, 2)-associahedron.
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<latexit sha1_base64="JssL71hJiwHxo4n68vlvxr9PtOk=">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</latexit>

Figure 33. The (2, 3, 2, 1)-permutahedron and the (2, 3, 2, 1)-associahedron.
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• the regular subdivision S of A obtained by taking the image of the upper faces of
conv({(a1, ℓ(1)), . . . , (an, ℓ(n))}) by the projection that forgets the last coordinate,

• the tropical polynomial

F (x) =
⊕
i∈[n]

ℓ(i)⊙ xai = max {ℓ(i) + ⟨ai,x⟩ | i ∈ [n]} ,

where x ∈ Rd.

We say that T (F ) is the tropical dual of the subdivision S with lifting function ℓ since we have
the following theorem.

Theorem 99 ([Jos21, Theorem 1.13]). There is a bijection between the k-dimensional cells of S
and the (d− k)-dimensional cells of T (F ), that reverses the inclusion order.

Remark 100. This duality corresponds to what P. McMullen calls strong duality in [McM03,
Sects. 6 & 7] (see in particular [McM03, Thm. 7.1]). It implies that the affine spans of dual cells
are orthogonal.

We now look at the case of Minkowski sum. We consider a family of point configurations
A1, . . . ,Ak in Rd such that for all j ∈ [k], Aj = {aj,1, . . . ,aj,mj

} is a point configuration in Rd with
integer coordinate vertices and ℓj : [mj ] → R is an associated lifting function. Their Minkowski
sum is the point configuration A :=

∑
Ai = {a1,i1 + . . .+ ak,ik | (i1, . . . , ik) ∈ [m1]× . . .× [mk]}

in Rd with the lifting function ℓ : [m1]× . . .× [mk] → R such that ℓ(i1, . . . , ik) =
∑

j∈[k] ℓj(ij).

The corresponding tropical polynomial is

F (x) =
⊕

(i1,...,ik)
∈[m1]×...×[mk]

ℓ(i1, . . . , ik)⊙ x
∑

j∈[k] aj,ij =
⊕

(i1,...,ik)
∈[m1]×...×[mk]

⊙
j∈[k]

ℓj(ij)⊙ xaj,ij

=
⊙
j∈[k]

⊕
ij∈[mj ]

ℓj(ij)⊙ xaj,ij =
⊙
j∈[k]

Fj(x),

where Fj is the tropical polynomial associated to Aj with lifting ℓj .

Lemma 101 ([Jos17, Lem. 6]). Let F be a tropical polynomial obtained as a factorization F =
⊙

j∈[k] Fj.

Then, the vanishing locus T (F ) is obtained by taking the union of the vanishing loci T (Fj)
for j ∈ [k] and the cells of T (F ) are the intersections of the cells of all T (Fj) for j ∈ [k].
We say that these cells are induced by the arrangement of tropical hypersurfaces {T (Fj) | j ∈ [k]}.

We have the following statement as a consequence of the previous discussion on Minkowski sum
and of Theorem 99.

Theorem 102. The tropical dual of the mixed subdivision S of a Minkowski sum of point configu-
rations {Aj | j ∈ [k]} each with a lifting function ℓj is the polyhedral complex of cells induced by
the arrangement of tropical hypersurfaces {T (Fj) | j ∈ [k]}.

6.2. Shard tropical hypersurfaces and polynomials.

Definition 103. Let α :=(i, j, A,B, t) be an s-arc, and α̃ :=(i, j, A,B) the corresponding classical
arc. For each α̃-alternate matching µ := {i1 < j1 < . . . < iq < jq} in Mα̃, we define the lifting
ℓα(µ) := − (r − 1)1i1=i −

∑
p∈[q]

∑
k∈B∩]ip,jp[

max(0, sk − 1).

This lifting gives rise to the tropical polynomial

Fα(x) =
⊕

µ∈Mα̃

ℓα(µ)⊙ xχµ ,

with associated tropical hypersurface T (Fα).
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Lemma 104. The lifting ℓα induces the trivial subdivision of the shard polytope SPα̃. Moreover,
the unique minimal cell of T (Fα) is the following subspace, of dimension n− (j − i):

Cmin
α :=


x ∈ Rn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

xi − xj = r − 1 +
∑
k∈B

max(0, sk − 1),

xi − xa = r − 1 +
∑

k∈B∩]i,a[

max(0, sk − 1) for all a ∈ A,

xi − xb = r − 1 +
∑

k∈B∩]i,b[

max(0, sk − 1) for all b ∈ B.


Proof. A minimal cell of T (Fα) is the locus where the maximum of Fα is attained at a maximal
subset S of Mα. Let x be a point in such a cell. We see that

• {∅, {i < j}} ⊆ S implies that xi − xj = r − 1 +
∑

k∈B max(0, sk − 1),
• for all a ∈ A, {∅, {a < j}} ⊆ S implies that xa − xj =

∑
k∈B∩]a,j[ max(0, sk − 1),

• for all b ∈ B, {∅, {i < b}} ⊆ S implies that xi − xb = r − 1 +
∑

k∈B∩]i,b[ max(0, sk − 1),

and if all these equations are satisfied then {∅, µ} ⊆ S for any µ ∈ Mα. Hence there is a unique
minimal cell of T (Fα), where the maximum of Fα is attained for all µ ∈ Mα̃, and it is equal
to Cmin

α . □

Proposition 105. For any s-arc α, the tropical hypersurface T (Fα)

• contains the shard Σα,
• is contained in the union of the shards Σβ over all subarcs β of α.

Proof. Note that this proposition is the analogue of [PPR23, Proposition 48], where the normal
fan of the shard polytope SPα is replaced by the tropical hypersurface T (Fα). The proof is very
similar and relies on [PPR23, Lemma 49].

We consider an s-shard α :=(i, j, A,B, t). We recall that the s-shard of α is the polyhedron

Σα =


x ∈ Rn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

xi − xj = r − 1 +
∑
k∈B

max(0, sk − 1),

xi − xa ≥ r − 1 +
∑

k∈B∩]i,a[

max(0, sk − 1) for all a ∈ A,

xi − xb ≤ r − 1 +
∑

k∈B∩]i,b[

max(0, sk − 1) for all b ∈ B.



=


x ∈ Rn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

−(r − 1)−
∑
k∈B

max(0, sk − 1) + xi − xj = 0,

−
∑

k∈B∩]a,j[

max(0, sk − 1) + xa − xj ≤ 0 for all a ∈ A,

−(r − 1)−
∑

k∈B∩]i,b[

max(0, sk − 1) + xi − xb ≤ 0 for all b ∈ B.


This corresponds to the locus where the maximum of Fα is attained for both µ = {i < j} and µ = ∅,
which shows that Σα ⊆ T (Fα). Indeed, for any x ∈ Σα and µ := {i1<. . .<jq} ∈ Mα̃∖{{i < j}, ∅},
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we have

ℓα(µ) + ⟨χµ,x⟩ = −(r − 1)1i1=i +
∑
p∈[q]

−
∑

k∈B∩]ip,jp[

max(0, sk − 1) + xip − xjp



= −(r − 1)1i1=i +
∑
p∈[q]


−

∑
k∈B∩]ip,jp[

max(0, sk − 1) + xip − xjp

−(r − 1)−
∑
k∈B

max(0, sk − 1) + xi − xj



= −(r − 1)1i1=i +
∑
p∈[q]


−(r − 1)−

∑
k∈B∩]i,jp[

max(0, sk − 1) + xi − xjp

−
∑

k∈B∩]ip,j[

max(0, sk − 1) + xip − xj


≤ 0.

Now we want to show that any codimension 1 cell of T (Fα) is contained in a shard Σβ for a
certain subarc β of α. It follows from Lemma 104 that these cells are in correspondence with the
edges of the shard polytope SPα̃.

Let x ∈ T (Fα), that attains the maximum of Fα at exactly two α̃-alternate matchings µ1 and µ2.
This implies that there is an edge between the vertices χµ1

and χµ2
in the shard polytope SPα̃

and we are in one of the four cases of [PPR23, Lemma 49]. We give the details for the first one
and for the others we only specify β, the computations are similar:

(1) If µ1 = H < i′ < j′ < K and µ2 = H < K, we define β :=(i′, j′, A′, B′, r′) with A′ :=A ∩
]i′, j′[, B′ :=B ∩ ]i′, j′[ and r′ := r if i′ = i or r′ :=1 otherwise. Then we have:

• 0 = ℓα(µ1)+⟨χµ1
,x⟩−ℓα(µ2)+⟨χµ2

,x⟩ = −(r−1)1i′=i−
∑

k∈B∩]i′,j′[ max(0, sk − 1)+
xi′ − xj′ .

• for any a ∈ A′,

0 < ℓα(µ1) + ⟨χµ1
,x⟩ − ℓα(µ3) + ⟨χµ3

,x⟩

= −(r − 1)1i′=i −
∑

k∈B∩]i′,a[

max(0, sk − 1) + xi′ − xa,

where µ3 denotes the α̃-alternate matching µ3 :=H < a < j′ < K.
• for any b ∈ B′,

0 < ℓα(µ1) + ⟨χµ1
,x⟩ − ℓα(µ3) + ⟨χµ3

,x⟩

= −
∑

k∈B∩[b,j′[

max(0, sk − 1) + xb − xj′

= (r − 1)1i′=i +
∑

k∈B∩]i′,b[

max(0, sk − 1) + xb − xi′ ,

where µ3 denotes the α̃-alternate matching µ3 :=H < i′ < b < K.
(2) If µ1 = H < i′ < j1 < K and µ2 = H < i′ < j2 < K with j1 < j2, we define

β :=(j1, j2, A
′, B′, sj1) with A

′ :=A ∩ ]j1, j2[, B
′ :=B ∩ ]j1, j2[.

(3) If µ1 = H < i1 < j′ < K and µ2 = H < i2 < j′ < K, we define β :=(i1, i2, A
′, B′, r′) with

A′ :=A ∩ ]i1, i2[, B
′ :=B ∩ ]i1, i2[ and r

′ := r if i1 = i or r′ :=1 otherwise.
(4) If µ1 = H < i1 < j1 < i2 < j2 < K and µ2 = H < i1 < j2 < K, we define

β :=(j1, i2, A
′, B′, sj1) with A

′ :=A ∩ ]i1, j2[, B
′ :=B ∩ ]i1, j2[.

We see that in all cases β is a subarc of α and x ∈ Σβ . □

As a corollary of Proposition 105, Lemma 101 and Theorem 102 we obtain directly the following
statement.

Theorem 106. For any congruence ≡ of the s-weak order, the quotient foam F≡ is the polyhedral
complex induced by the arrangement of tropical hypersurfaces {T (Fα) | α ∈ A≡}. In particular,
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it is the tropical dual of the regular subdivision of the Minkowski sum of the point configura-
tions

{
χµ

∣∣ µ ∈ Mα̃

}
with lifting function ℓα, over all α ∈ A≡.

Theorem 107. For any congruence ≡ of the s-weak order, for any λ :=(λα)α∈A≡ with λα > 0, the
cells of the quotientoplex Q≡(λ) are the cells of the regular subdivision of the Minkowski sum of
the point configurations

{
λαχµ

∣∣ µ ∈ Mα̃

}
with lifting function λαℓα, over all α ∈ A≡.

Proof. Let α :=(i, j, A,B, r) ∈ A. Lemma 104 implies that the cells of T (Fα) are exactly the
translation of the cones of the normal fan of the shard polytope λαSPα̃ by any vector x ∈ Cmin

α .
This means that the minimal cell of T (Fα) that contains a point y is the tropical dual of the face
of λαSPα̃ with lifting function λαℓα, maximized in the direction y − x for any x ∈ Cmin

α .
Let q ∈ Λs. The tropical dual of the local shard polytope λαS

q
α with lifting function λαℓα is

the minimal cell of T (Fα) that contains the insertion fiber FTq (described in Example 16). Indeed,

the point y := − q is in FTq , the point x := −
∑

ℓ∈]i,j]

(
qi + r− 1+

∑
k∈B∩]i,l[ max(0, sk − 1)

)
eℓ −∑

ℓ∈[i]∪]j,n] qℓeℓ is in Cmin
α , and y − x =

∑
ℓ∈]i,j]

(
qi − qℓ + r − 1 +

∑
k∈B∩]i,ℓ[ max(0, sk − 1)

)
eℓ is

a direction along which the face Sqα is maximized in the polytope SPα̃ (Definition 87).
This implies that the tropical dual of the sum

∑
α∈A λαS

q
α with lifting function λαℓα for each

summand is the minimal cell of the arrangement {T (Fα) | α ∈ A≡} that contains FTq .
Reciprocally, we only need to check that each minimal cell C of the arrangement {T (Fα) | α ∈ A≡}

is the tropical dual of a sum
∑

α∈A λαS
q
α for a certain q ∈ Λs. It follows from Theorem 106 that

such a C is a minimal cell of F≡, thus it is also a minimal cell of the s-foam Fs, that is of the
form FTq for a q ∈ Λs. It follows from the previous discussion that C is the tropical dual of the
sum λα

∑
α∈A S

q
α. □

Remark 108. Proposition 92 is a consequence of Theorem 107, Theorem 106 and Remark 100.
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